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Chapter 1. Introduction
Liquid/liquid interfaces are important in many systems that we often take for
granted. The milk in our morning cereal is a suspension of many colloidal particles, and
the liquid/liquid boundary surrounding such particles governs their stability. The oil spill
that we hear about in the news and the oil and vinegar dressing used on our salad are
actually aqueous/organic interfaces. The membranes that surround the cells in our bodies
have hydrophobic and hydrophilic phases adjacent to one another that control the
transport of species across the cell membrane.
Not only do liquid/liquid interfaces abound in nature, but they also play a
prominent role in many processes, phenomena, and techniques. In phase transfer
catalysis, the catalyst carries reactants and products across a liquid/liquid boundary when
a mutual solvent for products and reactants does not exist.1-3 Solvent extractions exploit
the preferential solubility of compounds to separate them from a mixture. Modern
methods use supercritical carbon dioxide to remove the caffeine (and other components)
from coffee beans.4-6 Since caffeine is often resold for use in soft drinks and
pharmaceuticals, the caffeine is separated from this organic mixture through
aqueous/organic extractions. Many biochemical processes involve the transport of
compounds across cell membranes, which are made up of a lipid bilayer containing a
hydrophilic/hydrophobic phase boundary. Often, liquid/liquid interfaces, such as the
water/1-octanol interface, are used as a model for such systems.7-9
Despite the prevalence and importance of liquid/liquid interfaces in science and
our everyday lives, relatively little research has been done to investigate their properties.
Studies of air/liquid and solid/liquid interfaces have been well established. A variety of
1

reflection experiments that make use of neutron,10,11 X-ray,12,13 and photon14,15 sources
can be carried out at the air/liquid surface. Solid/liquid interfaces also lend themselves to
such experiments16-18 provided the solid medium is transparent to these sources. While
these systems have been extensively explored, many questions about the structure and
dynamics of liquid/liquid interfaces remain unanswered since their buried nature makes
studying these systems quite a challenge.
Although the presence of two condensed phases makes the experimental
acquisition of surface specific information challenging, molecular dynamics simulations
have been widely used to model this boundary.19-24 These studies examine molecular
structure at liquid/liquid interfaces such as the organization of ionic surfactants,25 charge
distribution within mixed monolayer systems,19 interfacial width,21 interfacial
polarity,22,24 and ion transport across water/organic interfaces.20,23 Though these studies
have initiated interesting discussions about interfacial properties, many predictions from
theoretical studies have gone untested.
Despite the challenges involved with studying buried interfaces, several
experimental methods have been employed to explore interfacial structure. From a
variety of scattering experiments (quasi-elastic laser scattering,26 neutron reflection,27-29
and X-ray reflection30-33) has come information about the frequency and amplitude of
capillary waves26 and the extent of interfacial roughness.28 Total internal reflection
fluorescence experiments34-38 have been informative, but due to the penetration depth of
the incident light, findings are convoluted by signals arising from bulk solution.
One technique that has been used successfully to acquire surface-specific details
about buried interfaces is nonlinear optical (NLO) spectroscopy.39-41 The intrinsic
2

anisotropy of the interface dictates that only surface-specific signals reach the detector. In
this study NLO spectroscopy, specifically resonance-enhanced second harmonic
generation (SHG), is used to acquire effective excitation spectra of solutes adsorbed to
liquid/liquid interfaces. A detailed description of the origins of the surface-specific and
molecularly-specific second harmonic (SH) response from liquid/liquid interfaces is
provided in Chapter 2.
In this work, SHG spectra of solvent-sensitive surfactants adsorbed to
water/alkane interfaces are collected and used to determine interfacial polarity. Solvent
polarity has been shown to play a key role in determining the chemical and physical
behavior of bulk liquids, e.g. isomerization rates of a cyanine dye;42 the rate of singlet to
triplet intersystem crossing in aromatic carbenes;43 and the dynamics of the twisted
intramolecular charge-transfer that occurs in polar solvents.44 Determining interfacial
polarity will provide a means to understanding molecular properties, equilibrium, and
reaction dynamics at liquid/liquid interfaces.
Polarity is a vague term most often used to describe the dipolar properties of bulk
liquids. Many studies have attempted to quantify solvent polarity by using empirical
quantities such as the Dimroth-Reichardt ET parameter,45,46 the Grunwald-Winstein
equation,47-50 Kamlet-Taft solvent parameters ( *),51 and Z-values.52 These parameters
take advantage of the solvatochromic behavior of various solutes. Solvatochromism
describes the solvent-dependent shift of the electronic transition energy of a solute. If the
dipole moment of the solute in the electronically excited state, µe, is greater than the
dipole moment of the solute in the ground state, µg, as is shown in Figure 1.1, a
bathochromic (red) shift in the electronic transition energy of the solute will occur with
3

increasing solvent polarity. This is denoted as positive solvatochromism and is due to the
preferential solvation of the excited state relative to the ground state. Conversely, if

µg > µe, the electronic transition energy will exhibit negative solvatochromism, a
hypsochromic (blue) shift with increasing solvent polarity.

Energy

µe

Egas
Esol
Esol

µg

Solvent Polarity
Figure 1.1. Positive solvatochromism. For a molecule whose dipole moment is larger in the excited
state than in the ground state, the electronic absorbance or emission spectrum will red shift
monotonically as a function of solvent polarity as described by the Onsager polarity function. Ei
represents the electronic excitation energy for the solute in the gas phase (i=gas) or in solution (i=sol).

The relative excitation energies of solutes in polar and nonpolar solvents have
given rise to more than 30 polarity “scales.”53,54 Two well-known empirical scales, the *
scale and the ET(30) scale, have been widely characterized and used to evaluate solvent
polarity. Both scales compare the electronic excitation energy of a solute in a given
solvent to the same solute’s excitation energy in polar and nonpolar solvents. The main
difference between the two scales lies in the solute identity. The ET(30) scale is based on
the hypsochromic shift of a betaine dye, 4-(2,4,6-triphenylpyridinium)-2,6diphenylphenoxide (ET(30)),45,46 while the * scale is based on the bathochromic shift of
4

a variety of solutes,51 e.g. N,N-diethyl-p-nitroaniline (DEPNA) and p-nitroanisole
(pNAs). Figure 1.2 shows the structures of these compounds.
O

O
N

O

+

O

O
N

+

N

N

ET(30)

DEPNA

O

pNAs

Figure 1.2. Chemical structures of molecules used to characterize solvent polarity.

The basis of solvent-dependent shifts in electronic spectra of solutes limits the
flexibility of polarity measurements due to the necessary presence of a solute. Reaction
field models, on the other hand, rely on a solvent’s dielectric properties alone and are
independent of solute identity. Perhaps most widely acknowledged is the Onsager
polarity function,55 f( ), which is based on the solvent’s static dielectric constant, :
f( )=

2( 1)
2 +1

(1.1)

This model is based on solvation forces acting on a point dipole in a spherical cavity,
rather than empirical quantities, and f( ) ranges from ~0.4 for nonpolar solvents such as
alkanes ( = 2) to ~1 for very polar solvents such as water and acetonitrile. For solutes
that are sensitive to long-range, nonspecific solvation forces, solute excitation energy
decreases monotonically with f( ).56,57 Although our choice of polarity scale is somewhat
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arbitrary, the Onsager scale is attractive because it enables us to relate excitation energies
measured at interfaces to a local dielectric environment.
Clearly, in a system containing immiscible liquids, there is a difference in the
polarities of the two solvents. Previous reports indicated that polarity at the interface
between two liquids could be described by averaged contributions from the two adjacent
phases.54,58 This conclusion was based on solvatochromic data from several different
probes adsorbed to a number of different interfaces. SHG was used to acquire these
results, thus ensuring that data originated only from those solutes in the anisotropic,
interfacial region. More recent reports suggest that the “average polarity” model breaks
down with polar organic phases, but these conclusions are based on results from
fluorescence anisotropy experiments, a technique that is not intrinsically surfacespecific.34 Molecular dynamics simulations demonstrated how the average polarity model
could arise if an interface were molecularly sharp but thermally roughened.59 However,
these simulations also suggested that results should prove very sensitive to solute
orientation and solute location relative to the interfacial Gibbs dividing surface.
Using SHG techniques,58 our group has probed the polarity sampled at an
aqueous/cyclohexane interface by chromophores that shared very similar electronic
structures but differed subtly in their functionality.60 The hydrophilic p-nitrophenol
sampled an interfacial polarity that was almost water-like, whereas the local dielectric
environment surrounding adsorbed 2,6-dimethyl-p-nitrophenol was dominated by the
nonpolar, alkane phase. These results correlated with bulk solution partitioning
experiments and implied that solvation was changing dramatically on very short length
scales across this weakly associating, liquid/liquid interface.
6

One question that this dissertation attempts to answer is how polarity at an
aqueous/organic interface converges from that of bulk water to that of the bulk organic
liquid. We define the distance required for solvent polarity to converge from an aqueous
to a bulk organic limit as the interfacial “dipolar width.” To probe interfacial width, we
exploit the solvatochromic properties of solutes. The effective excitation spectrum of a
solute adsorbed to a liquid/liquid interface is collected using SHG, and by comparing the
excitation energy of an adsorbed chromophore with bulk solution limits, we can infer
how solvent polarity varies across aqueous/organic boundaries.
In order to use SHG to determine interfacial width, a solvent sensitive probe is
required. Since we are specifically investigating the interfacial region, the probe must
also be surface active. Perhaps the most critical necessity is the ability to control the
position of the probe within the interfacial region in order to quantify the distance
required for polarity to converge to the bulk solvent limit. An ionic headgroup tethered to
a hydrophobic, solvatochromic chromophore by a variable length alkyl chain spacer will
fulfill these requirements. We dub these newly designed surfactants “molecular rulers.”
Figure 1.3 shows a schematic representation of molecular rulers adsorbed to a
liquid/liquid interface. As alkyl chain length increases, the hydrophobic chromophore is
allowed to “float” closer to the organic phase while the ionic headgroup anchors the
molecular ruler to the aqueous phase.

7

Figure 1.3. A schematic representation of how different length molecular rulers vary the position of a
hydrophobic probe (white ellipses) across an aqueous/organic liquid/liquid interface while the ionic
headgroup (gray circles) anchors the ruler to the aqueous phase. White circles represent water
molecules, and dark ellipses represent organic solvent molecules. While packing densities may not be
to scale, the z-direction accurately reflects the dipolar width of the water/cyclohexane interface
sampled by anionic molecular rulers.

Chapter 3 focuses on the development and characterization of a new class of
molecular rulers that contain a cationic headgroup. Results from SHG studies indicate
that the dipolar width of a water/cyclohexane interface, when probed by both anionic and
cationic molecular rulers, is O 10 Å. However, short cationic molecular rulers adsorbed to
the water/cyclohexane interface sample a less polar environment than that sampled by
short anionic rulers adsorbed to the same interface. Several explanations are presented to
rationalize this surprising result. Since the only difference between the aforementioned
water/cyclohexane experiments is the charge of the surfactant headgroup, we surmise that
charge may play an important role in interfacial polarity.
8

The question of how charges behave at an interface, be it air/water, solid/liquid, or
liquid/liquid, is not a new one. In particular, how charges are distributed at a surface has
been a major area of focus for several decades.15,61-67 At any surface of an electrolyte
solution, there exists an unequal distribution of charges at the boundary between the two
phases described as an electrical double layer.61,68-71 This double layer describes an
accumulation of ions close to the surface resulting in a net surface charge. This area of
excess charge is referred to as the compact double layer, or the Stern layer.62 To maintain
charge neutrality, a more diffuse Gouy layer of opposite charge lies adjacent to this layer
such that the potential falls off exponentially with distance according to the DebyeHückel model.62 Beyond the Gouy layer, ions in bulk solution are uniformly distributed,
and electroneutrality is preserved. The electrical double layer formation is particularly
well defined when a surfactant is responsible for localizing charge at a surface. For
example, a system containing a monolayer film of N,N,N-trimethyloctadecyl ammonium
cations occupying 85 Å2/molecule on an aqueous sodium chloride subphase creates an
electrostatic potential across the diffuse layer of 177 mV.72
Other studies have explored the distribution of ions at liquid surfaces. Surface
tension measurements have been carried out to determine whether ions are adsorbed or
depleted from the surface. Typically, ionic surfactants adsorb to a liquid surface to reduce
the surface free energy leading to a decrease in the surface tension of the solution relative
to that of the neat liquid. However, early surface tension measurements of aqueous,
simple salt solutions at air/water64,73 and aqueous/organic74 interfaces showed a
prominent increase in surface tension relative to that of the neat water interface. This
observation was interpreted as negative surface activity and a depletion of simple salt
9

ions at the air/water and aqueous/organic interfaces.63,74-77 Simple thermodynamic
considerations suggest that this view of ion depletion at the surface is reasonable, given
the unfavorable enthalpy change required to desolvate surface ions.
In contrast to this traditional picture of simple ion surface depletion, recent
molecular dynamics simulations suggest that some simple ions will, in fact, migrate to a
liquid surface, and the degree to which an ion will partition to the surface depends on the
ion’s polarizability.65 Ab initio quantum calculations, Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
simulations and molecular dynamics simulations based on polarizable force fields were
used to examine aqueous slabs doped with sodium fluoride, chloride, bromide, and iodide
at effective concentrations of ~1 M. Density profiles of the ions and water oxygen atoms
indicate that highly polarizable iodide and bromide ions exhibit positive excess surface
concentrations. The authors suggest that such surface accumulation is possible because
the nonzero net dipole of water molecules asymmetrically solvating the surface ions
polarizes the ions leading to a stabilization that balances the energy penalty of incomplete
solvation. Because chloride ions are not as polarizable as bromide and iodide ions, their
surface concentration is predicted to be slightly less than bulk concentration. Very small,
nonpolarizable, strongly hydrated fluoride ions are depleted from the surface region.65
Very recent results from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy support these predictions.78
The studies described above focus on ion distribution at the air/water interface.
Few studies have explored the effects of charge on liquid/liquid interfacial environments.
Given that simple ions in aqueous solutions influence interfacial properties such as
surface tension, one may wonder how these altered properties change the local
environment experienced by molecular solutes adsorbed to liquid/liquid interfaces.
10

Both Chapters 4 and 5 describe how charges from simple salts in an electrolyte
solution affect the solvation of a solute adsorbed to a liquid/liquid interface. In Chapter 4,
the ionic surfactants are molecular rulers. Salts are added to the aqueous phase to
determine whether increasing the ionic strength of the solution affects the solvation of the
charged surfactants. SHG results reveal that as aqueous sodium iodide concentration
increases, cationic molecular rulers tend toward anionic molecular ruler behavior with a
spectral red shift. We conclude that the apparent nonpolar interfacial region sampled by
short cationic molecular rulers at the water/cyclohexane interface is actually the result of
an intramolecular charge-dipole interaction between the cationic headgroup and the
electron-rich aromatic ring of the surfactant. This interaction leads to a reduction in the
change in dipole moment resulting from electronic excitation, and a spectral blue shift
relative to spectra collected for anionic molecular rulers that display no signs of
intramolecular interaction.
To determine whether charge can influence solvation around a probe even if the
charge and the probe are not chemically connected, we extend SHG experiments to a
neutral molecule, p-nitrophenol (PNP), adsorbed to the water/cyclohexane interface. In
Chapter 5 we show that the addition of electrolytes to the aqueous phase does not change
surface spectra relative to absorbance spectra collected for PNP in bulk electrolyte
solutions. We conclude that, while charges in the aqueous phase can contribute to
changes in the solvation of surface molecules, these changes are similar to those found in
bulk solution. By extension, we conclude that, in the absence of a direct correlation
between the charged species and a probe molecule, charges have a similar influence on
interfacial solvation of neutral organic species such as PNP as they do in bulk solution.
11

Previous results are a direct consequence of close correlation between the charged
headgroup and the aromatic probe.
While the experiments contributing to this work are completed, there remain
many unanswered questions about solvation at water/organic interfaces and the influence
of charge. Chapter 6 is dedicated to the conclusions found from these studies and the
future directions of this project.
Note that several of these chapters have been previously published or submitted
for publication as independent articles. Therefore, there exists some redundancy
throughout this text in discussing the motivation for this work and the analysis of results.
For the sake of clarity within each chapter, these duplications were not omitted.
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Chapter 2. Experimental Considerations
2.1. Materials
Solvents were purchased from either Fisher Scientific or J. T. Baker with the
exception of 1-octanol, which was purchased from Aldrich. p-Fluoronitrobenzene
(pFNB), p-nitrophenol (PNP) and sodium p-nitrophenoxide (NaPNP) were purchased
from Aldrich. Methyl iodide was purchased from Acros, and n-alkanolamines were
purchased from TCI America. Potassium hydroxide and all simple salts were purchased
from either Fisher Scientific or J.T. Baker. All compounds and solvents were used
without further purification. Salt purity was confirmed by infrared absorbance
spectroscopy and surface tension measurements. Salts were stored in open containers in
an oven set to ~100 °C and cooled to room temperature in closed containers immediately
before use to keep them dry.
All glassware was immersed in an acid bath containing a 50:50 mixture of nitric
and sulfuric acids for at least one hour and rinsed copiously with distilled, deionized
water prior to use. All aqueous solutions were made using distilled, deionized water and,
unless specified otherwise, are at pH = 5.7 ± 0.2 due to the presence of dissolved CO2.
2.2. Molecular Ruler Synthesis
Much of the work presented in this dissertation involves the use of variable length
ionic surfactants – dubbed “molecular rulers” – that consist of a hydrophobic,
solvatochromic surfactant and an ionic headgroup connected by a variable length alkyl
chain spacer. The synthesis of anionic rulers is shown in Figure 2.1 and has been
described elsewhere.1
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The cationic rulers synthesized for this study consist of a solvatochromic probe
and a cationic headgroup connected by a methylene chain. Throughout this work, these
molecules and their neutral precursors will be referred to as Cn rulers and
Cn dimethylamines, respectively, where n represents the number of methylenes in the
alkyl chain. Cationic rulers were synthesized in a two-step process by first creating a
dimethylamine-substituted neutral precursor 2 and then quaternizing the amine with
methyl iodide to create a quaternary trimethylammonium salt with an iodide counterion 3
as shown in Figure 2.2. These processes are described in greater detail in Procedures I
and II, below.

NO2

HO

OH
n=2,3,4,6

NO2

NO2
ClSO3H
Na2CO3

KOH
F

O

O

OH
n

O
SO3 Na
n

Figure 2.1. Reaction scheme depicting the two-step synthesis of anionic rulers via a neutral alcohol
precursor.

1
NO2

HO

N(CH3)2
n=2,3,4,6

NO2
MeI
THF

KOH
F

3

2
NO2

O

N(CH3)2
n

O

N(CH3)3 I
n

Figure 2.2. Reaction scheme depicting the two-step synthesis of cationic rulers via a neutral
dimethylamine precursor.

Mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) were used to identify
the products from each reaction. Low-resolution mass spectrometry (LRMS) of the
neutral species was performed using a JEOL JMS-SX102A in either fast atom
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bombardment (FAB) or electron ionization (EI) mode. In some cases, high-resolution
mass spectrometry (HRMS) was performed with the same instrument. Mass spectra of
the ionic species were collected on a Finnigan LCQ mass spectrometer using an
electrospray ionization technique. Both anionic and cationic detection modes were used
for the ionic species. The mass spectra of the cationic rulers show clustering similar to
that observed for anionic rulers.1 The mass spectra from the cationic detection mode
show clusters of n + 1 cations and n anions, while analogous spectra were observed in
negative ion mode with clusters of n + 1 anions and n cations. Gas phase clusters are
thought to result from the formation of small, highly charged droplets that have a solute
concentration ~100 times greater than the bulk concentration,2 although the formation
mechanism is still not well understood.3 The NMR spectra were collected using a
400 MHz Bruker DRX-400 spectrometer. Spectral descriptions are given for each
compound below where chemical shift is given in parts per million, coupling constants
are given in hertz, and multiplicity is indicated as follows: s (singlet), d (doublet), t
(triplet), q (quintet), or m (multiplet). Due to excessive noise and weak signals, not all of
the surfactant 13C NMR peaks are clearly discernible. 1H NMR, 13C NMR, and mass
spectra for all synthesized compounds can be found in Appendix A.
Procedure I: One aliquot of pFNB was added dropwise to a stirring solution of
10 aliquots of 1 and 1.3 aliquots of KOH under a nitrogen atmosphere.4 After 3 h of
stirring, the reaction was quenched with distilled, deionized water, and the product was
extracted into diethyl ether. The product was washed two times with a saturated NaCl
solution and dried by rotary evaporation. For each neutral compound except
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C2 dimethylamine, the product was purified by column chromatography using silica gel
and the solvent system for which the Rf value is given below.
Procedure II: The pure oil from Procedure I was dissolved in ~50 mL of
tetrahydrofuran (THF). While stirring the solution, two aliquots of methyl iodide were
added dropwise, and the mixture was allowed to stir for ~3 h. The white-yellow
precipitate was filtered and, for the C4 and C6 rulers, further purified by an extraction
from deionized water and chloroform. The ionic product was removed from the aqueous
phase by rotary evaporation. Rulers were then dried under vacuum.
N,N-Dimethyl-2-(p-nitrophenoxy)ethylamine (C2 Dimethylamine): Following
Procedure I, this compound was prepared by adding 3.88 g (47.6 mmol) of 1 to 0.347 g
(6.19 mmol) of KOH. The KOH was allowed to dissolve for approximately 1 h. Then,
0.672 g (4.76 mmol) of pFNB was added dropwise to the stirring solution over 10 min.
Upon completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described above giving a yellow oil
(65%): Rf = 0.20 (2:3, hexanes/EtOAc); 1H NMR (CDCl3) 2.274 (s, ~7H), 2.695 (t,
J = 5.6, 2H), 4.081 (t, J = 5.6, 2H), 6.903 (d, J = 7.2, 2H), 8.101 (d, J = 7.2, 2H); 13C
NMR (CDCl3) 45.9, 58.0, 66.7, 114.7, 126.1, 141.8, 163.9; LRMS (FAB) 211.2 (MH+,
100), 58.0 (63), 72 (43).
N,N-Dimethyl-3-(p-nitrophenoxy)propylamine (C3 Dimethylamine): Following
Procedure I, this compound was prepared by adding 4.61 g (44.6 mmol) of 1 to 0.326 g
(5.80 mmol) of KOH. The KOH was allowed to dissolve for ~1 h. Then, 0.630 g
(4.46 mmol) of pFNB was added dropwise to the stirring solution over 10 min. Upon
completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described above giving a yellow oil:
Rf = 0.33 (1:1,CHCl3/MeOH); 1H NMR (CDCl3) 1.956 (q, J = 6.8, 2H), 2.221 (s, ~7H),
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2.424 (t, J = 7.2, 2H), 4.079 (t, J = 6.4, 2H), 6.914 (d, J = 9.2, 2H), 8.144 (d, J = 9.2, 2H);
13

C NMR (CDCl3) 27.3, 45.5, 56.1, 67.1, 114.6, 126.1, 141.6, 164.3; LRMS (EI) 58.0

(100), 224 (M+, 18); HRMS (EI) calcd for C11H16N2O3 224.1161(M+), observed
224.1153 (13.2).
N,N-Dimethyl-4-(p-nitrophenoxy)butylamine (C4 Dimethylamine): Following
Procedure I, this compound was prepared by adding 4.92 g (42.0 mmol) of 1 to 0.307 g
(5.46 mmol) of KOH. The KOH was allowed to dissolve for approximately 1 h. Then,
0.593 g (4.20 mmol) of pFNB was added dropwise to the stirring solution over 10 min.
Upon completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described above giving a yellow oil
(80%): Rf = 0.85 (7:1:0.12, CHCl3/MeOH/NH4OH); 1H NMR (CDCl3) 1.632 (m, 2H),
1.827 (m, 2H), 2.218 (s, ~7H), 2.316 (t, J = 7.6, 2H), 4.043 (t, J = 6.4, 2H), 6.906 (d,
J = 8.8, 2H), 8.156 (d, J = 8.8, 2H); 13C NMR (CDCl3) 24.2, 27.0, 45.6, 59.3, 68.8,
114.6, 126.1, 141.5, 164.3; LRMS (FAB) 239.3 (MH+, 100), 58.1 (64); HRMS (FAB)
calcd for C12H18N2O3 239.1396 (MH+), observed 239.1397 (13.2).
N,N-Dimethyl-2-(p-nitrophenoxy)hexylamine (C6 Dimethylamine): Following
Procedure I, this compound was prepared by adding 5.453 g (37.5 mmol) of 1 to 0.274 g
(4.88 mmol) of KOH. The KOH was allowed to dissolve for approximately 1 h. Then,
0.530 g (3.75 mmol) of pFNB was added dropwise to the stirring solution over 10 min.
Upon completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described above giving a yellow oil
(48%): Rf = 0.85 (5:2:0.12, CHCl3/MeOH/NH4OH); 1H NMR (CDCl3) 1.34-1.47 (m,
~6H), 1.783 (m, 2H), 2.182 (s, ~7H), 2.228 (t, J = 6.8, 2H), 3.999 (t, J = 6.0, 2H), 6.886
(d, J = 7.6, 2H), 8.136 (d, J = 7.6, 2H); 13C NMR (CDCl3) 26.0, 27.3, 27.7, 45.5, 59.8,
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68.9, 114.5, 126.0, 141.4, 164.4; LRMS (FAB) 267 (MH+, 100), 58 (85); (EI) 58 (100)
266 (M+, 3).
N,N-Trimethyl-2-(p-nitrophenoxy)ethylammonium Iodide (C2 Ruler): Following
Procedure II, this compound was prepared by adding ~50 mL of THF to 0.443 g
(2.12 mmol) of 2. While stirring, 0.601 g (4.24 mmol) of MeI was added dropwise to the
solution over 10 min. Upon completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described
above giving a bright yellow powder (~95%): 1H NMR (D2O) 3.131 (s, ~10H), 3.76 (m,
2H), 4.51 (m, 2H), 7.012 (d, J = 9.6, 2H), 8.127 (d, J = 9.2, 2H); 13C NMR (D2O) -22.6,
53.9, 62.3, 114.8, 126.1, ~164, ~142.
N,N-Trimethyl-3-(p-nitrophenoxy)propylammonium Iodide (C3 Ruler): Following
Procedure II, this compound was prepared by adding ~50 mL of THF to the yield of 2
from above. While stirring, 1.268 g (8.93 mmol) of MeI was added dropwise to the
solution over 10 min. Upon completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described
above giving a pale yellow powder (58% from the two-step process): 1H NMR (D2O)
2.212 (m, 2H), 3.037 (s, ~10H), 3.445 (m, 2H), 4.138 (t, J = 5.6, 2H), 6.956 (d, J = 9.2,
2H), 8.095 (d, J = 8.8, 2H); 13C NMR (D2O) -22.6, 22.4, 52.9, 65.2, 114.7, 126.1, 163.6.
N,N-Trimethyl-4-(p-nitrophenoxy)butylammonium Iodide (C4 Ruler): Following
Procedure II, this compound was prepared by adding ~50 mL of THF to 0.692 g
(2.91 mmol) of 2. While stirring, 0.955 g (6.72 mmol) of MeI was added dropwise to the
solution over 10 min. Upon completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described
above giving a pale yellow powder (75%): 1H NMR (D2O) 1.75-1.92 (m, 4H), 2.999 (s,
~10H), 3.29 (m, 2H), 4.108 (t, J = 6.0, 2H), 6.981 (d, J = 9.2, 2H), 8.121 (d, J = 9.6,
2H); 13C NMR (D2O) -22.6, 19.3, 25.0, 30.1, 52.8, 67.9, 114.7, 126.1, 163.9.
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N,N-Trimethyl-6-(p-nitrophenoxy)hexylammonium Iodide (C6 Ruler): Following
Procedure II, this compound was prepared by adding ~50 mL of THF to 0.258 g
(0.97 mmol) of 2. While stirring, 0.275 g (1.94 mmol) of MeI was added dropwise to the
solution over 10 min. Upon completion, the reaction mixture was treated as described
above giving a pale yellow powder (81%): 1H NMR (D2O) 1.28-1.43 (m, 4H), 1.704 (m,
4H), 2.962 (s, 9H), 3.184 (m, 2H), 4.053 (t, J = 6.0, 2H), 6.959 (d, J = 8.0, 2H), 8.104 (d,
J = 8.4, 2H); 13C NMR (D2O) -22.6, 22.1, 24.6, 25.0, 27.8, 52.7, 66.5, 68.9, 114.7, 126.1,
140.9, 164.1.
2.3. UV Absorbance Spectroscopy
Electronic absorption spectra were obtained for neutral dimethylamine and
cationic ruler species in various protic and aprotic solvents to determine their solventdependent absorbance maxima. These data were acquired using either a double-beam
Hitachi U-3010 or a single-beam Hewlett-Packard 8452 A diode array spectrophotometer
with 2 nm resolution. In all cases, spectra were acquired in various solvents with
concentrations of 1 mM or less to keep the absorbance <1.0. An unexpected disparity in
wavelength maxima for neutral amine and cationic ruler species was observed. Results
from nuclear Overhauser enhancement NMR experiments indicate that this inconsistency
can be attributed to intramolecular charge-dipole interactions between the aromatic probe
and the cationic headgroup (see below).
UV spectra were collected using the Hitachi U-3010 (resolution was 0.5 nm) for
PNP aqueous solutions containing simple salts at varying salt concentrations. Solutions
were prepared using distilled, deionized water, and PNP concentrations were 0.1 mM or
less to keep the absorbance <1.0. Since the pKa of PNP is 7.15,5 an equilibrium
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distribution of PNP and the conjugate base, p-nitrophenoxide (PNPI) exists in bulk
solution at neutral pH. UV spectra of salt-free neutral, acidic, and basic PNP solutions are
shown in Figure 2.3. Acidic and basic solutions give rise to PNP and PNPI spectra,
respectively. Both bands fit Gaussian distributions and are separated from one another by
~80 nm. For bulk solution salt-dependence studies of PNP, the solute was kept in its
neutral state by ensuring that all solutions were at a pH of ~3.

Figure 2.3. Bulk aqueous solution spectra of PNP under acidic, neutral, and basic conditions. At
neutral pH (dashed line), the spectrum contains contributions from both PNP and PNPA. Under
acidic or basic conditions (solid lines), the solution contains entirely PNP ( max = 318 nm) or PNPA
( max = 400 nm), respectively.

2.4. Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement NMR Spectroscopy
The presence of through-space intramolecular interactions in cationic molecular
rulers was confirmed by nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) NMR spectroscopy. A
NOE experiment probes the proximity of protons on different parts of the same
molecule,6 and assumes that the spins are close enough together to experience dipole-
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dipole interactions but do not experience spin-spin coupling (the coupling that gives rise
to the multiplicity in traditional NMR experiments). Additionally, we assume that the
solute molecule is rigid and tumbles isotropically in solution. The nuclear spins in the
NOE experiment are referred to as I and S where I is the spin whose resonance is
measured and S is the spin whose resonance is saturated, irradiated so that the observable
net magnetization disappears. Each spin can exist in a low energy state, , or a high
energy state, , according to the energy level diagram shown in Figure 2.4.

W2IS
W0IS

Figure 2.4. Energy level diagram for a two-spin system. Spin states are written with the state of I first
and that of S second.

Provided that the two spins are close enough in space to experience dipole-dipole
(through-space) coupling, there are two cross-relaxation pathways that give rise to NOE
enhancement. The simultaneous transition of both spins from the

state to the

state is

referred to as the W2 transition and has a transition probability equal to W2IS. The
transition associated with the flip of both spins from opposite states is called the W0
transition and has a transition probability of W0IS. Our discussion of NOE enhancement
focuses on the W2IS relaxation mechanism since that is the relevant relaxation mechanism
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for small molecules such as molecular rulers. NOE enhancement fI{S} is defined as the
fractional change in the intensity of resonance I upon saturation of spin S and is given as
f I {S } =

I0)

(I

(2.1)

I0

where I 0 is the equilibrium intensity of spin I and I is the intensity of resonance I
measured during the NOE experiment.
For the two-spin system at thermal equilibrium, level

state, and it is the least

is the most populated state. The highest energy state is the
populated. The degenerate

and

lies lowest in energy and

states are of an intermediate energy and are equally

populated. The intensity of a resonance peak is proportional to the sum of the population
differences of each state corresponding to the transitions of the particular spin
(

and

for I or

and

for S). Since the differences

in population for each of the four single quantum transitions (

)

are equal, it follows that I 0 equals S 0, the equilibrium intensity of spin S. Figure 2.5a
shows the relative population distributions for a system at equilibrium.
As resonance S is saturated, as in an NOE experiment, the populations of levels
and

become equal. The same is true for the population of states

causes the population of states
states

and

and

and

. This

to increase and the population of

to decrease relative to their equilibrium populations as shown in Figure

2.5b. A relaxation through the W2 mechanism will act to restore the populations of
and

to their equilibrium populations. Decreasing the population of state

increasing the population of

and

results in an increase in the population difference
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corresponding to the transitions

and

, as shown in Figure 2.5c.

Increasing the population difference in these states results in an enhancement in the
intensity of resonance I.

a

–½

0

0

+½

b

–¼

–¼

+¼

+¼
c

–¼–

–¼–

W2

+¼+

+¼+

Figure 2.5. Transitions giving rise to NOE enhancement in a homonuclear two-spin system. System a
shows the relative populations of each state when the system is at equilibrium. Immediately after spin
S is saturated, the populations shift to reflect those shown in system b. As the system relaxes through
the W2 cross-relaxation mechanism, the populations shift by giving rise to an enhancement in the
intensity of resonance I.
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For the surfactants in question, a selective excitation NOE experiment using
Gaussian mixing pulses7-9 can examine headgroup-chromophore association in the
cationic rulers. A 400 MHz Bruker AM400 was used to irradiate the cationic rulers
dissolved in D2O at the chemical shift corresponding to the methyl groups of the
quaternary trimethylammonium headgroup with a mixing time of 1 s. Neutral precursors
dissolved in CDCl3 were also inspected by irradiating at the chemical shift corresponding
to the methyl groups of the dimethylamine using the same mixing time as for the rulers.
All solutions were saturated. Percent enhancement is determined by peak integration.
Values are reported relative to the irradiated peak, which is assigned a value of (–) 100%.
Because the irradiated protons appear as isolated singlets in most ruler NMR spectra, the
issue of incomplete saturation can be avoided.6 (The alkyl region of the NMR spectrum
for the C6 ruler is too crowded for clean excitation of the methyl singlet). Thus, percent
enhancement results are reported with no correction for partial saturation. Also,
paramagnetic species such as O2 were not removed from the sample, and enhancement
may be reduced due to the rapid spin-lattice relaxation that these species provide.6
We note that differences in NOE enhancement do not have to arise solely from
proximity effects.10 Enhancement is also inversely proportional to the relaxation rate (Ti)
of the detected nucleus (i) and this rate is not necessarily identical for all spins. For
example, if two magnetically inequivalent protons are such that a nucleus close to the
irradiated spin has a faster relaxation rate than a nucleus that is further from the irradiated
spin, enhancement could be the same for each resonance despite their different
proximities to the saturated spin (Figure 2.6a). Another possibility is that two spins
having different relaxation rates can show different enhancement although they are the
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same distance from the irradiated spin (Figure 2.6b). In the NOE spectra of the cationic
molecular rulers, we observe the enhancement of equivalent protons in each ruler
spectrum. Given that each ruler is magnetically similar (analogous proton spins in each
ruler have similar relaxation rates), we assume that differences in enhancement from
spectrum to spectrum are due solely to proximity effects rather than a combination of
distance and varying spin relaxation rates.

r1

a
I
T1

r2
S

r

b
I

I

T2

T1

r
S

I
T2

Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of how enhancement in NOE spectra can vary depending on the
relaxation rate of a nucleus. (a) If the relaxation times of the nuclei are such that T2>T1 and r2>r1, it is
possible for the peaks corresponding to nuclei 1 and 2 to show the same enhancement even though
their proximities to the saturated nucleus are different. (b) If two nuclei are the same distance from
the saturated spin, but the relaxation times are different (T1GT2), the enhancement in the peaks
corresponding to nuclei 1 and 2 will be different.

2.5. Surface Activity
The surface activity of surfactants can be determined by measuring the surface
tension of surfactant-containing aqueous/organic interfaces using the Wilhelmy plate
method.11 A platinum plate attached to a balance is submerged into the aqueous phase
below the aqueous/organic interface. As the plate is drawn up through the interfacial
region, the aqueous phase will wet the plate, exerting a tension ( ) on the plate that can be
calculated from the mass (m) displayed on the balance:
=

mg
l

(2.2)
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where g is the acceleration of gravity and l is the perimeter of the plate (2x the length of
the plate). Figure 2.7 illustrates the experimental setup used for determining the
interfacial tension of the neat water/cyclohexane interface.

Balance to
obtain mass

Cyclohexane
Water
Pt Plate
Figure 2.7. Schematic representation of the Wilhelmy plate experimental setup used to determine the
surface tension of surfactant containing liquid/liquid interfaces. A more detailed explanation and
derivation of equations can be found in Ref. 11.

As surfactants adsorb to the interfacial region, interfacial free energy decreases.
The aqueous phase has a lesser tendency to wet the plate resulting in a decrease in the
surface tension relative to that of the neat interface ( D). Excess surface concentration, the
number of molecules in a given surface area ( /A), can be determined by plotting the
interfacial pressure ( ) as a function of the bulk solution activity (a) according to the
Gibbs equation:11
A = A(

o

) = RT ln(a )

(2.3)
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where R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. Since measurements are taken at
millimolar concentrations or less, the activity can be approximated by the bulk solution
concentration, c. The slope of steepest ascent in a plot of

versus ln(c) will yield the

limiting terminal surface concentration, /A for a given surfactant.

ln(c)

=

A

RT

(2.4)

Surface tension measurements were performed for cationic molecular rulers, PNP,
and NaPNP at the water/cyclohexane interface. Aqueous solutions were allowed to
equilibrate for at least one hour with an adjoining cyclohexane phase. The solubilities of
PNP and NaPNP dictate that the concentrations ranged from 0 to 20 mM for PNP
solutions and 0 to 500 mM for NaPNP solutions. To measure the surface activity of
“pure” PNP (without contributions from PNPI), acidic solutions were prepared by adding
HCl to lower the pH to 2-3. The total ion concentration for PNP and NaPNP solutions
comes from hydronium and chloride ions and the Na+ counterion, respectively. In acidic
PNP solutions the concentrations of H3O+ and ClI are small compared to the total PNP
concentration (~10%). Assuming total dissociation, in NaPNP solutions the Na+
concentration is equal to the PNPI concentration, but sodium ions are small and
positively charged and therefore have a tightly bound hydration shell. Compared to the
aromatic PNPI, Na+ ions are less likely to adsorb to the surface and should have a
negligible effect on PNPI adsorption. Also, surface tension measurements of PNP at the
water/cyclohexane interface in the presence of 1 M sodium salts show little deviation
(~7%) in interfacial pressure compared to measurements in the absence of the sodium
salts.
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2.6. Resonance-Enhanced Second Harmonic Generation
To observe the polarity surrounding a solute adsorbed to a liquid/liquid interface,
we use resonance-enhanced second harmonic generation (SHG). SHG is a nonlinear
optical spectroscopic method that allows for the measurement of the electronic excitation
energy of a surfactant adsorbed to an interface.12,13 This technique is both surface-specific
and molecularly-specific, making it a very powerful method for probing buried
interfaces.14-16 Experimentally, light with frequency

is focused onto an interface, and a

signal with frequency 2 is detected. The intensity of the detected signal is proportional
to the square of the second-order susceptibility tensor,
( 2) 2

I (2 )

(2)

:

I ( )2

(2.5)

where I(2 ) and I( ) are the intensities of the detected (2 ) and incident light ( ),
respectively. Within the dipole approximation,

(2)

is zero in isotropic environments

meaning that any detected second harmonic (SH) signal necessarily arises from the
anisotropic boundary between the aqueous and organic phases. The

(2)

tensor is

composed of both nonresonant and resonant contributions:17
(2)

=

(2)
NR

+

(2)

(2.6)

R

The resonant contribution is typically quite large relative to the nonresonant contribution.
R

(2)

is related to the microscopic hyperpolarizability through the following relationship:

(2)
R

µ gk µ ke µ eg

=
k ,e

(

gk

i )(

eg

2 +i )

(2.7)
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where µij represents the transition matrix element between states i and j (g is the ground
state, e is the first excited state, and k is some virtual intermediate state),

is the energy

is the spectral line width.17 According to this

of the transition from state i to j, and
relation, when 2 is resonant with

ij

eg,

as depicted in Figure 2.8,

(2)

becomes large

yielding a strong resonant enhancement in the intensity of the detected signal, I(2 ),
according to Eq. 2.5. Measuring I(2 )/I( )2 as a function of 2 and fitting the data with
Eqs. 2.5-2.7 yields an effective excitation spectrum of a surfactant adsorbed to an
interface. The uncertainty associated with the reported intensities of the second harmonic
signals is discussed in detail in Appendix B.

Energy

e

k

2
g
Solvation Coordinate
Figure 2.8. Resonance of eg and 2 . Intensity of the second harmonic signal is enhanced when the
frequency of the incident light corresponds to the difference in energy between the ground state g
and some virtual state k that lies halfway between the energies of the ground and excited states.
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The fit to the above equations gives four parameters that describe the spectrum:
the excitation energy of the surfactant adsorbed to the interface, the spectral line width,
the line strength of the excitation band, and the nonresonant contribution to

(2)

. When

analyzing spectral data, all four parameters are considered since each one provides useful
information about the system. The wavelength of the excitation is used primarily to
characterize interfacial polarity by comparing it to bulk solution limits. The width of each
spectrum stems from both underlying vibronic transitions and inhomogeneous
broadening. The FWHM of a spectrum tells us about the heterogeneity of the solute’s
surroundings. The more microenvironments sampled by a solute, the broader the
spectrum will be. No trends associated with line width were observed in the collection of
the data presented in this work.
The line strength of a spectrum is dependent on the cross-section of the dipole
moment transition matrix. The better the overlap between the ground and excited states,
the greater the intensity of the SH signal. Another explanation for an increase in the line
strength would be an increase in the excess surface concentration. However, since the
same chromophore is used throughout, and surface concentration (which is controlled by
bulk solution concentration) is kept relatively constant, the line strength for each
spectrum is of the same order of magnitude, and no systematic trends were observed.
Finally, the nonresonant contribution to

(2)

can provide qualitative information

about the symmetry within the interfacial region. Since

(2)

is related to the

hyperpolarizability, a less polarizable interface will have a weaker nonresonant SH
signal.

NR

(2)

for each spectrum is relatively small and varies from day to day. When

spectra are averaged together, nonresonant contributions to

(2)

are typically canceled out.
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SHG spectra in this work were acquired under either P P2 or P A2 polarization
conditions, where P polarized light describes light that is polarized in the plane defined
by the direction of propagation and the surface normal, and A indicates no discrimination
of polarization. However, different polarizations did not lead to qualitatively different
SHG spectra.
Varying the incident and detected polarizations enables us to determine the
average chromophore orientation using methods described previously.18 The
chromophores used in these studies have three nonzero

(2)

elements that can be

determined by measuring the polarization-dependent SH intensity at the chromophore’s
electronic excitation wavelength. In principle, these elements can be used to calculate
solute orientation in the laboratory frame of reference. However, the calculated
orientation is only an ensemble average and does not quantify the distribution of
molecular orientations. Only by measuring the phase of the SH signal relative to a known
reference can absolute molecular orientations be determined. Such experiments are
common at air/liquid and air/solid interfaces but are prohibitively difficult at buried
interfaces due to the dispersive nature of both phases.19 We note that the calculated
molecular orientations are slightly larger than the SH “magic angle” of 39° described by
Simpson and Rowlen.20 This difference suggests that, whatever contribution surface
roughness may make to the measurement of SH intensity, the solutes preferentially adopt
an “in-plane” arrangement when adsorbed to the liquid/liquid interfaces studied in this
work.
The intensities of P and S (perpendicular to the plane of incidence) polarized SH
signals can be related to the three nonzero components of

(2)

. By measuring the intensity
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of the S polarized SH signal with an incident beam polarization set at 45°from the plane
defined by the surface normal and the field of propagation, we can determine
of the three nonzero components of

(2)

. The other two nonzero components

(2)
XXZ,
(2)

one

are

determined by measuring the intensity of the P polarized SH signal as a function of the
polarization of the incident light. Since

(2)

is related to the molecular hyperpolarizability,

through fitting routines developed in our lab,21 we can determine the molecular
orientation of solutes adsorbed to liquid/liquid and liquid/vapor interfaces.
The SHG apparatus is built around a Ti:sapphire regeneratively amplified,
femtosecond laser (Clark-MXR CPA 2001) that produces 130 fs pulses with energies of
700 µJ at a wavelength of 775 nm and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The output of the
Ti:sapphire laser pumps a commercial optical parametric amplifier (OPA, Clark-MXR).
The visible output of the OPA is tunable from 700 nm down to 550 nm, with a bandwidth
of 0.5-2.5 nm. The polarization of the incident beam is controlled using a Glan-Taylor
polarizer and a half-wave plate. A series of filters blocks the fundamental 775 nm light
and any SH light generated from the preceding optical components. SH photons are
detected at the angle of reflection using photon-counting electronics. Typical signal levels
average 0.01-0.1 photon per shot. A second polarizer selects the polarization of the SH
signal, and a short pass filter and monochromator serve to separate the SH signal from
background radiation. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is illustrated in
Figure 2.9.
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Top View:
CPA

OPA

collimating
lenses

= filters

light reflected upward
(see side view)

= mirror

Side View:
A

2

B
C

light reflected
from below
(see top view)

E
D

photomultiplier tube
and photon counting
electronics
A = lens
B = polarizer
C = half-wave plate
D = lens
E = filter

Figure 2.9. Block diagram of SHG experiment. 775 nm light from a chirped pulsed amplifier (CPA)
is directed into an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) that allows the wavelength of the incident
beam to be tuned from 550 to 700 nm. Light with frequency is focused onto the interface and the
intensity of the coherently scatter second harmonic signal is recorded from photon counting
electronics.

Because the visible OPA cannot be synchronously tuned, acquisition of a
complete SHG spectrum requires several hours. A typical procedure entails allowing the
sample to equilibrate and manually tuning the incident visible light to each desired
wavelength. System alignment is reoptimized at every wavelength to account for the
wavelength-dependent changes in the angle of the reflected SH signal. At each
wavelength, SH data are collected for four 10-s intervals and normalized for incident
power. Although tedious, this procedure ensures that spectra are reproducible. A single
wavelength might be sampled three separate times several hours apart (beginning,
middle, and end of an acquisition sequence). If the normalized SH signal from each of
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these three samplings does not fall within experimental uncertainty (typically ~15%),
data acquisition is halted and the spectrum is discarded. In addition, data at the same
wavelength were often acquired using several different incident powers and then
normalized to confirm quadratic dependence of the SH signal intensity on the incident
field intensity predicted by Eq. 2.5. To within limits of experimental accuracy (~15%),
the predicted quadratic behavior was always observed.
Interfacial systems probed by cationic surfactants typically had surface coverages
of less than 20% of a full monolayer. These fractional coverages lead to surface excess
concentrations of ~1 x 1013 molecules/cm2. Spectra of anionic surfactants were acquired
from monolayers having similar fractional coverage, although absolute surface
concentrations were ~5 x 1013 molecules/cm2 due to the reduced surface activity of the
anionic species. Studies involving PNP at liquid/liquid interfaces had surface coverage of
about 80% of a full monolayer corresponding to a surface excess concentration of
1 x 1014 molecules/cm2.
Liquid/liquid interfaces were generated by first adding aqueous solutions to a
cylindrical kel-F cell having a reservoir 4 cm in diameter. Then, an application of a thin
layer (~1-3 mm) of organic solvent atop the aqueous solution creates the aqueous/organic
interface. A trapezoidal fused silica prism (50 x 50 x 30 mm, JDSU Casix) is secured
atop the reservoir, preventing evaporation of the solvent. Prior to use the prism is cleaned
in a 50:50 mixture of sulfuric and nitric acids. Prisms cleaned in this way have been
shown to be hydrophilic, as demonstrated by complete wetting of the surface. All SHG
spectra were acquired at room temperature, 22 ± 1.5 °C. Experiments carried out at the
liquid/vapor interfaces of octanol-containing aqueous solutions took advantage of the
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1-octanol monolayer that forms spontaneously at the liquid/vapor interface. At room
temperature, 1-octanol is soluble in water up to concentrations of ~2.8 mM (mole fraction
~5 x 10-5).22 1-Octanol in saturated aqueous solutions spontaneously self assembles to
form monolayers that are reasonably compressed (4.8 x 1014 molecules/cm2 or
21 Å2 molecule-1), and surface vibrational spectra show that these monolayers possess a
high degree of conformational order.23
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Chapter 3. Interfacial Polarity Surrounding Cationic Molecular Rulers
at the Water/Cyclohexane Interface
3.1. Introduction

Liquid/liquid interfaces play prominent roles in phenomena ranging from solvent
extraction to emulsification to phase transfer catalysis.1-3 These boundaries also
frequently serve as models for biological processes occurring at membrane surfaces.3,4
However, despite the importance of these interfaces in chemistry, physics, and biology,
they have not received the same level of scrutiny as more accessible vapor/liquid and
solid/liquid systems. Molecular dynamics simulations provide some insight into structure
and dynamics at these boundaries, but many predictions from these studies have gone
untested due to a lack of experimental information.5-8 Of particular interest is the distance
required for an aqueous solvation environment to converge to an organic limit. The width
of a liquid/liquid interface will control the concentrations, conformations, and reactivities
of adsorbed solutes.
In this work, we describe the characterization of a new family of cationic
surfactants designed to characterize interfacial widths of different aqueous/organic
boundaries. These surfactants, dubbed “molecular rulers,” consist of solvent-sensitive,
hydrophobic chromophores attached to quaternary ammonium headgroups by means of
variable length alkyl spacers. Varying the length of the spacer changes the separation
between the headgroup and the chromophore. For most aqueous/organic systems,
dielectric considerations require that the headgroup remain solvated in the aqueous phase.
The hydrophobic chromophore, however, prefers to be solvated by the organic solvent.
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Lengthening the alkyl spacer enables the chromophore to extend further into the organic
phase (Figure 1.3). The surfactants described below integrate an aromatic,
solvatochromic chromophore into the molecular ruler architecture. The chromophore is
based on p-nitroanisole (pNAs), a solute whose excitation wavelength varies
monotonically by ~25 nm as solvent polarity varies between that of alkanes and that of
polar solvents such as water, dimethyl sulfoxide, and N,N-dimethylformamide. Thus,
these surfactants can serve as sensitive indicators of how the local dielectric environment
around a solute changes across different liquid/liquid interfaces.
Surface-specific, nonlinear optical methods can probe the electronic structure of
surfactant chromophores as a function of surfactant chain length.9-12 By observing how
the solvent-sensitive chromophore response varies with headgroup-chromophore
separation, one can infer a dipolar width of different liquid/liquid interfaces. Here,
dipolar width refers to the distance required for solvent polarity to converge from an
aqueous to an organic limit.13 This point raises an important distinction between
spectroscopic and scattering studies of liquid/liquid interfacial properties. Neutron and
X-ray scattering experiments probe structure and can provide important information
about molecular conformation and solvent densities across a liquid/liquid boundary.14-16
Scattering experiments report on structure directly but cannot identify solute-solvent
interactions responsible for interfacial solvation and solution phase surface chemistry. In
contrast, spectroscopic experiments are explicitly sensitive to intermolecular interactions
and identify both long- and short-range interactions between a solute and its environment.
In other words, the nonlinear optical experiments described in this work and elsewhere
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report on the solvation environment surrounding chromophores adsorbed to
interfaces.17-19 From these data, interfacial solvent structure is inferred.
Previous reports indicated that the polarity of different liquid/liquid interfaces
could be described by averaged contributions from the two adjacent phases.20,21 This
conclusion was based on solvatochromic data from several different probes adsorbed to a
number of different interfaces. Resonance enhanced second harmonic generation (SHG)
was used to acquire these results, thus ensuring that data originated only from those
solutes in the anisotropic, interfacial region. More recent reports suggest that the “average
polarity” model breaks down with polar organic phases, but these conclusions are based
on results from fluorescence anisotropy experiments, a technique that is not intrinsically
surface-specific.22 Molecular dynamics simulations demonstrated how the average
polarity model could arise if an interface were molecularly sharp but thermally
roughened.23 However, these simulations also suggested that results should prove very
sensitive to solute orientation and solute location relative to the interfacial Gibbs dividing
surface.
Using SHG techniques21 our group has probed the polarity sampled at an
aqueous/cyclohexane interface by chromophores that shared very similar electronic
structures but differed subtly in their functionality.24 The hydrophilic p-nitrophenol
sampled an interfacial polarity that was almost water-like, whereas the local dielectric
environment surrounding adsorbed 2,6-dimethyl-p-nitrophenol was dominated by the
nonpolar, alkane phase. These results correlated with bulk solution partitioning
experiments and implied that solvation was changing dramatically on very short length
scales across this weakly associating, liquid/liquid interface.
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To identify these length scales quantitatively, one would like to vary chromophore
position relative to the interface in a systematic manner. Molecular ruler surfactants are
designed with this goal in mind. The cationic surfactants described in this work
complement an existing family of anionic surfactants already developed in our
laboratory.25 Both cationic and anionic rulers rely upon the solvatochromic behavior of a
pNAs analogue to probe local polarity. However, the cationic surfactants described below
have headgroups that are much less hydrophilic than their anionic counterparts. The
former consist of quaternized trimethyl ammonium ions, whereas the anionic surfactants
have simple sulfate groups. This difference in headgroup identity could, in principle,
affect surfactant “float depth,” the equilibrium distribution of surfactant headgroups
adsorbed to the liquid/liquid interface. Consequently, molecular rulers having identical
probes and alkyl spacers could sample different interfacial environments simply by virtue
of differences in surfactant headgroup solvation.
In the process of characterizing the solvatochromic behavior of the cationic
surfactants and their neutral precursors, we discovered that the short-chain surfactants
self-associate through intramolecular charge-dipole interactions in bulk solution. These
interactions were observed with nuclear Overhauser enhancement magnetic resonance
experiments. Second harmonic spectra are presented, and results show that cationic
surfactants can, in fact, probe solvent polarity across liquid/liquid interfaces.
3.2. Cationic Molecular Ruler Characterization

Solvent Sensitivity
Solvatochromism refers to solvent-dependent shifts in a solute’s electronic
excitation or emission spectrum. Thus, solvatochromic solutes are useful tools for
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assessing the polarity of a local environment.26 Solvent sensitivity results from
differential solvation of a solute’s ground and excited states. A solute having a larger
dipole in the excited state relative to the ground state will show a red shift in its excitation
energy that becomes more pronounced as solvent polarity increases (Figure 1.1). This
model forms the basis of empirical solvent polarity scales such as the * scale.27
In this work, we choose to characterize solvent polarity according to f( ), the
Onsager polarity function28 (Eq. 1.1). For solutes that are sensitive to long-range,
nonspecific solvation forces, solute excitation energy decreases monotonically with

f( ).26,29 The Onsager scale is attractive because it enables us to relate excitation energies
measured at interfaces to a local dielectric environment. By comparing the excitation
energy of an adsorbed chromophore with bulk solution limits, we can infer how solvent
polarity changes across different aqueous/organic boundaries.
Of the many solvatochromic probes available, pNAs stands out as an ideal
chromophore for probing local polarity at liquid/liquid interfaces. It is a relatively small
chromophore that can sample finer variation in local polarity than more traditional probes
containing multiple fused aromatic rings. Also, the excitation maximum of pNAs shifts
more than 20 nm as solvent polarity increases from that of cyclohexane to that of water.27
This relatively large spectral window enables resonance enhanced SHG measurements to
unambiguously identify the local environment surrounding the probe adsorbed to the
interface. Finally, pNAs can be readily integrated into the molecular ruler architecture.
Figure 3.1 depicts the molecular structure of cationic molecular rulers and their neutral,
dimethylamine analogues.
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Figure 3.1. Molecular structure of cationic molecular rulers and their neutral, dimethylamine
precursors. The subscript n refers to the number of carbons in the alkyl chain separating the
chromophore from the headgroup.

Excitation wavelengths of pNAs-based molecular rulers can be measured as a
function of f( ) simply by acquiring solute absorbance spectra in different solvents.
Electronic absorption spectra were obtained for neutral and cationic ruler species in
various protic and aprotic solvents to determine their solvent-dependent absorbance
maxima. Due to the positive charge on the headgroup of cationic molecular rulers, these
species could not be dissolved in solvents less polar than 1-octanol. The behavior of the
neutral compounds as a function of f( ) and a representative spectrum can be seen in
Figure 3.2.
Previous studies of anionic ruler solvatochromism demonstrated that neither alkyl
chain length nor headgroup identity (charged sulfate vs. neutral alcohol) altered the
electronic structure of the pNAs-based chromophore.25 One might expect the same to be
true for the analogous cationic species. However, in solvents that are capable of
solubilizing both neutral and ionic surfactants, the absorbance maxima for the C2 cationic
ruler have an average blue shift of 8 nm from those of the neutral, dimethylamine species,
as shown in Figure 3.3. As the spacer length increases, this spectral difference between
charged and uncharged species decreases. With spacer lengths of n = 6, the
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solvatochromic behavior of the cationic species and the neutral precursor are
indistinguishable. Wavelength maxima for neutral and cationic species in various
solvents are summarized in Table 3.1. Values for the C2 anionic ruler and its neutral
precursor, C2 alcohol, are included for comparison. Wavelength maxima for the short
chain anionic ruler and the neutral alcohol analogue are equivalent for each solvent.

Figure 3.2. Solvatochromic behavior of neutral dimethylamine precursors. These species exhibit
absorbance maxima that directly correlate with solvent polarity. Deviations in linearity are a result
of specific solvent-solute interactions that occur with solvents that have hydrogen-bonding
capabilities. Spectra were acquired in (1) cyclohexane, (2) diethyl ether, (3) 1-octanol, (4) 1-butanol,
(5) ethanol, (6) methanol, (7) acetonitrile, and (8) water. The inset shows a typical UV spectrum
recorded for C2 dimethylamine in methanol. Spectral resolution is ±2 nm.

A blue shift in the excitation spectrum of pNAs usually implies a less polar
medium. However, the observed shift described above is for two similar chromophores in
the same solvent. An alternative explanation for the observed behavior is that the
chromophore in the cationic ruler undergoes a smaller change in dipole than the neutral
species upon excitation. Such an effect could occur if the cationic headgroup interacted
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with the delocalized electron density on the aromatic ring in solution. This intramolecular
association would place the headgroup of the cationic ruler spatially near the aromatic
ring resulting in an electron withdrawing effect on the chromophore. This interaction
would reduce the magnitude of the dipole change arising from excitation and thereby
increase the ruler’s electronic excitation energy relative to that of the neutral species. A
reduction in excited state solvation energy could lead to the observed spectroscopic blue
shift.

Figure 3.3. Comparisons of absorbance maxima for C2 dimethylamine and the C2 cationic ruler in
various solvents. Although the electronic behavior of these two compounds was expected to be
similar, the absorbance maxima of the C2 ruler are significantly blue-shifted from those of the C2
dimethylamine. Spectra were acquired in (1) 1-octanol, (2) 1-butanol, (3) ethanol, (4) methanol, (5)
acetonitrile, and (6) water. Spectral resolution is ±2 nm.
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Table 3.1. UV data for cationic rulers, neutral dimethylamine precursors, C2 anionic ruler and its
neutral alcohol precursor in several solvents.

Solventa

f( )

C2 Dimethylamineb

C3 Dimethylaminec

C4 Dimethylamine

C6 Dimethylamine

C2 Alcohol

Chex

0.40

296

300

300

300

293

Et2O

0.69

302

302

302

302

302

OctOH

0.86

304

306/308

306/308

306

304

ButOH

0.92

304

306/308

306/308

306/308

306

EtOH

0.94

306

308

308

308

306

MeOH

0.96

306

308

308

310

307

ACN

0.96

312

312/314

312/314

312/314

310

Water

0.98

316

316/318

316/318

318/320

317

C2 Cat. Ruler

C4 Cat. Ruler

C4 Cat. Ruler

C6 Cat. Ruler

C2 An. Ruler

OctOH

0.86

296

304

304

306

306

ButOH

0.92

298

304/306

304/306

308

306

EtOH

0.94

296

302/304

302/304

306

306

MeOH

0.96

298

304/306

304/306

306

306

ACN

0.96

300

308/312

308/312

314

310

Water

0.98

310

318

318

320

316

a

Solvent abbreviations are as follows: Chex=cyclohexane, Et2O=diethyl ether, OctOH=1-octanol,
ButOH=1-butanol, EtOH=ethanol, MeOH=methanol, and ACN=acetonitrile. b Wavelength maxima are
given in nm. Instrument resolution is ± 2 nm. c When two values are shown, two data sets were recorded.

Intramolecular Charge-Dipole Interactions
An explanation of the observed blue shift in cationic ruler absorbance spectra was
tested using nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy. This technique allows us to probe the “through-space” proximity of
inequivalent protons in a molecule. By irradiating a sample at a frequency corresponding
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to the chemical shift of a proton in the molecule, an enhancement in the peak intensity
corresponding to a nearby proton will be evident in the acquired NMR spectrum.
In the NOE spectra of the cationic rulers shown in Figure 3.4, we compare
relative enhancement of features within the same spectrum. This analysis assumes that
the interactions between the methyl protons in the headgroup and the protons of the
adjacent methylene group are the same in each ruler. Observed enhancement in the
aromatic region of the spectrum is scaled accordingly. In the NOE spectrum of the C2
ruler (Figures 3.4a and 3.4c), the observed enhancement for the methylene protons
adjacent to the methyl protons in the headgroup (indicated by *) is 2.76% while the
protons meta to the nitro group are enhanced by 0.29%. In the C3 ruler spectrum (Figure
3.4d), the signal from the methylene protons next to the headgroup is enhanced 2.68%,
less than a 0.1% difference when compared to the data for the equivalent protons in the
C2 ruler. In contrast, the NOE enhancement for the protons on the aromatic ring “meta”
to the nitro group is only 0.05%, a 5-fold decrease from the C2 ruler enhancement.
Although these enhancements seem small, enhancements smaller than 0.1% can be
significant.30 We observe no hint of aromatic proton enhancement for rulers of length
longer than n = 3 (Figure 3.4e) or in the neutral dimethylamine species.
Since the enhancement of the aromatic signal decreases with increasing chain
length, we surmise that the relative distance between the methyl groups on the cationic
headgroup and the electron-dense aromatic ring is shorter for short-chain rulers than for
rulers having a greater number of methylene spacers (Figure 3.5). That we observe no
enhancement in the NOE spectra of neutral species regardless of chain length suggests
that the enhancement of the aromatic proton signals in the ruler species is inextricably
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correlated with the charge on the cationic headgroup. NOE NMR spectra for neutral
dimethylamine species can be found in Appendix A.
*

a

*

Solvent
b

c
d
e

Figure 3.4. NOE spectra of cationic rulers. X-axes are in ppm. The top two spectra show a
comparison between an NOE spectrum of C2 ruler (a) and the corresponding 1H NMR spectrum (b).
The signal at ~3.8 ppm (indicated by *) arises from the protons on the methylene adjacent to the
headgroup and is used to scale the enhancements seen in the aromatic region as described in the text.
The bottom three spectra display an expansion of the aromatic region of the NOE spectra for C2 (c),
C3 (d), and C4 (e) rulers. A marked decrease in enhancement in signals from protons meta to the
nitro group (~7 ppm) is evident as the number of alkyl spacers increases. Spectrum e is largely
magnified to show that the enhancement there is negligible. Relative enhancement is given with
±0.05% uncertainty.

NO2

NO2
(H3C)3N

2

6

5

(H3C)3N
O
1

4

2
3

O
1

Figure 3.5. Intramolecular charge-dipole interaction for cationic molecular ruler surfactants. The
cationic charge on the headgroup interacts with the aromatic ring of the chromophore in cationic
molecular ruler surfactants containing two or three carbons in the alkyl chain. One possible
configuration for a molecular ruler containing six carbons in the alkyl chain is shown. Note that in
this configuration, the methyl protons are not as close to the aromatic ring as they are in the
configuration shown for a cationic molecular ruler containing two carbons in the alkyl chain.
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There does exist a disparity between the solvatochromic data and the NOE results.
UV absorbance experiments imply that headgroup-ring interactions persist in rulers
having four methylene spacers, while NOE spectra show that headgroup-ring interactions
diminish significantly from the C2 ruler to the C3 ruler. According to NOE experiments,
such interactions are nonexistent in the C4 ruler. The differences between the two types of
measurements can be readily explained in terms of the forces responsible for each
observable. The enhancement of a signal in an NOE experiment is proportional to <1/rij6>
where rij is the distance between the two nuclear spins of interest,31 in this case the
methyl and aromatic protons. The charge-dipole effects witnessed in the UV spectra
correspond to an interaction energy that is proportional to <1/rij2> for a formal charge i
interacting with a fixed dipole j.32 Given the long-range nature of charge-dipole forces,
we would expect to observe evidence of headgroup-ring interactions in UV absorbance
spectra even after NOE enhancement has subsided.
Intramolecular association between the headgroup and the hydrophobic probe
could, in principle, inhibit the ability of these cationic surfactants to function as
molecular rulers. However, partitioning experiments show pNAs to be 20 times more
soluble in cyclohexane than in water,33 whereas quaternized ammonium species are
solubilized by an aqueous solvent exclusively. Given these results, an aqueous/organic
interface should promote solvation of the pNAs-based chromophore by the organic phase
while the cationic headgroup remains solvated by the aqueous phase thereby inhibiting
the intramolecular interactions observed in bulk solution.
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Surface Activity
The surface activity and excess surface concentrations of cationic rulers can be
determined by measuring adsorption isotherms at different aqueous/organic interfaces as
described in Chapter 2. Figure 3.6 shows surface pressure isotherms for the C2 and C6
rulers, anionic (top panel) and cationic (bottom panel), acquired from an
aqueous/cyclohexane interface using the Wilhelmy plate method.34 The terminal surface
concentrations for all of the cationic rulers were between 3 and 8 ± 1 x 1013
molecules/cm2. These values agree with surface excess concentrations of other
trimethylammonium salts adsorbed to both air/water and other liquid/liquid
interfaces.35-37 The cationic rulers exhibit terminal surface concentrations that are
approximately half that of analogous anionic surfactant rulers.25
This phenomenon can be readily explained by headgroup size considerations.
While the surfactants do no pack closely due to charge-charge repulsion, fewer cationic
headgroups can adsorb to the interface since the quaternary trimethylammonium
headgroup of the cationic rulers is considerably larger than the small sulfate group of the
anionic rulers. Also, due to their charge and relative sizes, water molecules do not form
as tight a solvation shell around the cationic headgroup as they do around the anionic
headgroup. Weaker hydration of the cation leads to a reduction in the shielding of the
Coulombic repulsive forces between headgroups resulting in a less dense cationic ruler
monolayer. Furthermore, due to the relative hydrophobicity of the cationic headgroup, the
terminal surface pressure for cationic rulers is about three times that of the analogous
anionic molecular rulers. This additional hydrophobicity allows for an increase in surface
activity at lower bulk solution concentrations.
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Figure 3.6. Surface pressure isotherms of C2 and C6 anionic (top panel) and cationic (bottom panel)
molecular rulers. The solid lines represent fits to the Gibbs equation (Eq. 2.3). Terminal surface
concentrations are 1.49 and 1.89 x 1014 molecules/cm2 for the C2 and C6 anionic molecular rulers,
respectively. Terminal surface concentrations were calculated to be 4 and 6 x 1013 molecules/cm2 for
the C2 and C6 cationic molecular rulers, respectively.

Interfacial Polarity Sampled by Cationic Molecular Rulers
To test whether this new family of cationic surfactants will function as molecular
rulers, we acquired a resonance-enhanced SHG spectrum of the C2 ruler adsorbed to an
aqueous/cyclohexane interface. SHG is a nonlinear optical spectroscopic method that
allows for the measurement of an effective excitation spectrum at an interface.11,38 This
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technique is both surface-specific and molecularly-specific, making it a very powerful
means of probing buried interfaces.18,21,39
Figure 3.7 shows a SHG spectrum of the C2 cationic ruler adsorbed to an
aqueous/cyclohexane interface. Also shown are spectra from a C2 anionic ruler and pNAs
adsorbed to aqueous/cyclohexane interfaces. Spectra result from monolayer coverage of
less than 0.1 to minimize probe-probe interactions. The spacer in a C2 ruler separates the
headgroup from the probe by >3-4 Å. The only difference between the anionic and
cationic surfactants is headgroup identity: the cationic surfactant headgroup is a
quaternary trimethylammonium ion, whereas the anionic surfactant headgroup consists of
a simple sulfate group.
Both surfactant spectra are shifted to shorter wavelengths relative to the neutral
pNAs chromophore. Fitting all three spectra with Eqs. 2.5-2.7 yields excitation maxima
of 308 nm for pNAs, 301 nm for the C2 anionic ruler, and 294 nm for the C2 cationic
ruler. The blue shifts in the surfactant spectra imply that the surfactant chromophores
experience a less polar environment at the aqueous/cyclohexane interface than the neutral
pNAs probe. This observation supports the idea that the surfactant architecture extends
the solvatochromic chromophore into the nonpolar cyclohexane phase while the
headgroup remains anchored in the aqueous phase.
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cyclohexane

water

Normalized SH Intensity

pNAs

C2 Anionic Ruler

C2 Cationic Ruler

270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340
SH Wavelength /nm
Figure 3.7. SHG spectrum of the C2 cationic ruler adsorbed to the aqueous/cyclohexane interface
(bottom). Shown for comparison are SHG spectra of the C2 anionic ruler (middle) and the bare pNAs
chromophore (top) also adsorbed to the aqueous/cyclohexane interface. Solid lines represent fits of
the data to Eqs. 2.5-2.7. Dotted lines show wavelength maxima of adsorbed chromophores resulting
from Eq. 2.7. Note that SH maxima do not necessarily coincide with spectral intensity maxima due to
the nonresonant term in Eq. 2.6. Dashed vertical lines corresponding to excitation maxima in bulk
water (316 nm) and bulk cyclohexane (294 nm) are shown for reference.

While we can offer no immediate explanation for the magnitude of the spectral
shift observed in the C2 cationic ruler spectrum (

max

lies at the bulk cyclohexane limit),

the fact that the C2 cationic ruler spectral maximum shifts to shorter wavelengths than the
C2 anionic ruler spectrum suggests that the chromophore on the cationic surfactant
experiences an environment that is less polar than that sampled by the anionic surfactant
chromophore. This situation could arise if the C2 cationic headgroup were less strongly
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solvated by the aqueous phase thus enabling the chromophore to extend further into the
cyclohexane phase. In contrast, a strongly solvated anionic headgroup would “pull” the
chromophore closer to the polar aqueous phase.
Alternatively, if the headgroups of adsorbed surfactants were still weakly
interacting with the aromatic chromophore (as is the case in bulk aqueous solution), we
might expect to see a more pronounced blue shift in the probe excitation spectrum.
However, partitioning experiments show that the headgroup always remains solvated in
the aqueous phase, and the SHG measurement clearly indicates that the probe samples an
environment at the nonpolar limit. Consequently, any headgroup-probe interaction would
have to occur across multiple solvent diameters and across a sharp interfacial dividing
surface.
3.3. Conclusions

A simple synthesis has been devised to generate a new family of surfactants
consisting of a hydrophobic solvatochromic probe tethered to a cationic headgroup by
alkane chains of variable length. UV absorbance spectra coupled with NOE NMR
spectroscopy have shown that surfactants having short spacers appear to self-associate in
bulk solution. These interactions diminish and eventually disappear with longer chain
cationic surfactants. Furthermore, intramolecular associations are observed only in
charged surfactants, not neutral precursors, indicating that charge-dipole forces are
responsible for the phenomenon. These cationic surfactants also form charged
monolayers at liquid/liquid interfaces. The combination of solvatochromism and surface
activity makes these surfactants ideal probes of solvent polarity across liquid/liquid
interfaces. The SHG spectrum of a C2 cationic ruler adsorbed to an aqueous/cyclohexane
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interface shows that the ruler chromophore samples a much less polar environment than a
bare pNAs chromophore. Differences between the C2 cationic and C2 anionic ruler SHG
spectra suggest that headgroup identity may also influence local polarity about the ruler
chromophore.
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Chapter 4. Cationic Molecular Rulers with Simple Salts at
Liquid/Liquid and Model Liquid/Liquid Interfaces
4.1. Introduction

In the most general sense, solvation describes the interaction of a solute with its
surroundings. These interactions can be strong (e.g. Coulomb) or weak (e.g. dispersion)
and may extend over large distances (energy µ 1/r2) or short distances (energy µ 1/r6).1
Solvation forces will influence a solute’s eigenstate structure as well as its equilibrium
conformation, dynamic behavior and, ultimately, its reactivity. While numerous studies
have examined static and dynamic aspects of solvation in bulk solution,2-5 solvation at
surfaces has received less attention. In part, this situation has arisen because experiments
probing interfacial properties are typically more difficult to execute than measurements
of bulk solution phenomena. Furthermore, surface properties do not always scale in a
way that can be predicted by bulk solution or mean field behavior.6,7 Solvents having
very similar bulk solvating properties can create markedly different environments at
surfaces simply by virtue of the fact that they have different shapes.
Of particular relevance to the experiments discussed below is how a solute in one
phase is influenced by charges in an adjacent phase. Electrolytes having different surface
activities will create an electrical double layer at an interface. These double layers are
particularly well defined if one charged species is a surfactant, and double layers play
prominent roles in controlling micelle formation and morphology, colloid stability and
adsorption at membrane surfaces.8 Important properties used to characterize double layers
include the surface potential and the spatial extent of the anisotropic charge distribution.9
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Both properties can be described in terms of classical electrostatics, and in the limit of
low concentration, surface potential decays exponentially with distance in the electrolyte
containing phase as described by Debye-Hückel theory.8
Less clear is how a double layer in one phase will affect solute structure and
solvation in an adjacent, immiscible phase. Understanding how electric fields generated
by double layers at a water surface propagate into a low dielectric medium has important
consequences in chemistry and biology. For example, double layers set up at the outer or
inner walls of cell membranes will directly influence the local environment within the
lipid bilayer and control concentration gradients and orientations of membrane
components such as cholesterol.10 Molecular dynamics simulations and continuum
models have predicted how double layer electric fields in one phase persist across liquid
surfaces,11-17 but simulations must overcome difficult technical issues associated with
accurately modeling interaction potentials between charged species in anisotropic
environments. In order to assist simulations and better refine our understanding of
solvation at electrolyte solution surfaces, more extensive experimental data are needed.
Studies described below examine the effect that bulk solution charge has on
interfacial solvation. Specifically, experiments begin to identify how charged species in
one phase alter the local environment surrounding a solute in an adjacent, immiscible
phase. Surface specific, second harmonic generation (SHG) is used to measure the
solvatochromic response of hydrophobic chromophores anchored to an aqueous phase by
formally charged anionic and cationic headgroups, molecular rulers. Ionic strength is
varied by changing the simple salt concentration of the underlying, aqueous subphase. In
addition, we explore the use of neutral, self-assembled monolayers as mimics for
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liquid/liquid interfaces. Given recent experiments that show the interface between bulk
1-octanol and water to be dominated by an exceedingly nonpolar region,18 we wanted to
determine whether or not monolayers formed at liquid/vapor interfaces of aqueous
solutions saturated with linear alcohols would approximate the environments observed at
water/alkane boundaries. While these monomolecular films adsorbed to the liquid/vapor
interface do not reproduce quantitatively the properties of boundaries between bulk
liquids, they can serve as qualitative models of weakly associating liquid/liquid interfaces
and help identify how bulk solution charge effects extend into low dielectric media.
4.2. Results and Discussion

Cationic vs. Anionic Rulers Adsorbed to the Water/Cyclohexane Interface
The initial report describing cationic molecular rulers noted behavior that
contrasted with that shown by related anionic surfactants.19 At the same interface
(water/cyclohexane), anionic and cationic rulers having similar fractional monolayer
surface coverages appear to sample very different dielectric environments. The excitation
wavelength of the C2 anionic ruler exhibits a distinct maximum at 301 nm in its resonant
SHG spectrum. This value lies between the bulk aqueous and organic limits of 316 and
294 nm, respectively. In contrast, the spectrum of the C2 cationic ruler shows an
excitation maximum at 294 nm, a wavelength that is slightly lower than the bulk alkane
limit of 296 nm. (Bulk organic limits were determined by bulk solution absorbance
spectra of a neutral analogue containing an alcohol headgroup and a dimethylamine
headgroup for the anionic and cationic rulers, respectively.) This effect appears general as
evidenced by the spectra acquired from C4 cationic and C4 anionic rulers adsorbed to the
water/cyclohexane interface (Figure 4.1, upper panel). Again, the cationic ruler’s
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excitation wavelength is blue-shifted slightly from the bulk cyclohexane limit while the
anionic ruler’s excitation wavelength is still longer than the bulk solution limit. The lower
panel in Figure 4.1 summarizes the water/cyclohexane interfacial behavior of cationic
and anionic surfactants having 2, 4 and 6 carbon spacers.
From the data, one readily sees that the behavior of cationic and anionic species
converges for longer length surfactants. For both species of surfactants (cationic and
anionic) the polarization dependent SHG signal was measured in order to calculate the
average chromophore orientation. Data shows that chromophores in cationic and anionic
surfactants have equivalent orientations of 44 ± 3^ relative to the interfacial normal.
Chromophore orientation exhibits no systematic dependence on alkyl spacer length.
Despite uncertainties regarding the width of the distribution about this average
orientation, similarities between the cationic and anionic results are reassuring because
they imply that chromophores from both surfactants are solvated in a similar manner,
regardless of headgroup identity. There appears to be no charge-dependent effect forcing
the chromophore of the cationic surfactant to adopt an orientation that is more
perpendicular or more parallel to the interface, relative to the anionic species.
The disparity between cationic and anionic solvatochromic behavior for the
shorter surfactants is especially significant. These results imply that the same probe,

p-nitroanisole (pNAs), integrated into the same surfactant architecture (C2 or C4)
adsorbed to the same interface (water/cyclohexane) with the same relative surface
coverage (~20% full monolayer) samples markedly different polarities depending on the
headgroup identity. One possible source of the disparity might be the difference in the
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Figure 4.1. SH behavior of anionic and cationic molecular rulers at the water/cyclohexane interface.
The top panel shows SHG data for the C4 cationic and the C4 anionic rulers at the water/cyclohexane
interface. Solid lines represent fits of the data to Eqs. 2.5-2.7. Dotted lines show excitation maxima of
adsorbed chromophores resulting from Eq. 2.7. Note that SH maxima do not necessarily coincide
with spectral intensity maxima due to the nonresonant term in Eq. 2.6. Dashed vertical lines
corresponding to excitation maxima in bulk water (shorter wavelength) and bulk cyclohexane
(longer wavelength) are shown for reference. The bottom panel summarizes the solvatochromic
behavior of different length cationic and anionic molecular rulers at the water/cyclohexane interface
where ( SH – max) represents the difference between the SHG wavelength maximum and the bulk
cyclohexane limit.
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probe distributions across the interface, an effect we refer to as “float depth.” While
neither headgroup is soluble in the organic phase, the cationic, trimethyl ammonium
headgroup is considerably more hydrophobic than the anionic sulfate headgroup. If the
interface were molecularly sharp and if the headgroups were solvated differently (with
the ammonium headgroup being located closer to the interfacial Gibbs dividing surface
than the sulfate group), then we would expect the pNAs probe attached to the cationic
surfactant to sample a less polar environment than the probe attached to the anionic
headgroup.
This explanation cannot be ruled out as a contributing cause of the headgroupdependent behavior, although it fails to account for the small but persistent blue shift in
cationic SHG spectra relative to the bulk alkane limit. A more likely source of the
observed differences is the charge of the headgroup. For cationic surfactants, bulk
solution nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) nuclear magnetic resonance
experiments clearly show that the cationic headgroup interacts with the electronic
structure of the aromatic chromophore as evidenced by through-space coupling between
methyl protons on the headgroup and the aromatic protons meta to the nitro group (Figure
3.4).19 This interaction is strongest for the shortest surfactants (Figure 3.5). Surfactants
having alkyl chain lengths of four methylene groups or more show no evidence of
chromophore-headgroup association. The charge-dipole interaction between the
headgroup and the aromatic chromophore reduces the change in dipole experienced by
the solute in solution, leading to less pronounced (or blue-shifted) solvatochromic
behavior relative to the behavior of neutral species (Figure 3.3). Anionic surfactants show
no such intramolecular interaction (Table 3.1). Adding excess salt (NaI) to a solution of
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cationic surfactants reduces the intramolecular interactions, and the surfactant’s
solvatochromic behavior begins to resemble that of analogous anionic species. For
example, aqueous solutions of the C2 anionic ruler and a neutral C2 cationic ruler
analogue containing a dimethylamine headgroup, rather than the quarternized
ammonium, both exhibit bulk solution excitation wavelengths of 316 nm in water. The
excitation wavelength of C2 cationic ruler in water is 310 nm, but this value shifts to
316 nm in aqueous solutions saturated with NaI.
A final cause for the unexpected behavior of cationic surfactants adsorbed to the
water/cyclohexane interface could be aggregation. If adsorbed surfactants were
interacting with each other, then the observed solvatochromic responses would reflect
probe-probe interactions or, perhaps, interactions between the probe of one surfactant and
the cationic headgroup of an adjacent surfactant. However, even at very low surfactant
concentrations adsorption isotherms show no characteristic signature of surfactant
aggregation (Figure 3.6). In addition, surfactant concentrations are several orders of
magnitude below the critical micelle concentration of quarternized ammonium
surfactants having longer hydrophobic tails.8 Finally, five-fold changes in surface
coverage (full monolayer to < 20% of full monolayer coverage) lead to no observed
changes in the SHG response of adsorbed chromophores. Thus we believe that
differences in interfacial solvation sampled by cationic and anionic surfactants having
similar lengths arise from having different charges located at well-defined distances
relative to the solvatochromic probe.
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Polarity vs. Surface Charge at Model Liquid/Liquid Interfaces
The headgroup dependent water/cyclohexane results lend themselves to two
possible interpretations. Either the cationic headgroup influences the environment
surrounding the chromophore leading to a lower apparent interfacial polarity or the
headgroup alters the electronic structure of the chromophore making it less sensitive to
the local dielectric environment. In order to investigate further the effect of bulk solution
ionic strength on solvation in an adjacent phase, we sought to mimic the weakly
associating water/alkane interface with a system that proved logistically easier to
assemble during day-to-day operation.
Aqueous solutions saturated with 1-octanol appear to capture most of the
important features of the water/alkane systems studied previously. SHG studies of the
boundary created between bulk water and bulk 1-octanol show that the interface is
dominated by a very nonpolar region having a local dielectric environment similar to that
of bulk alkanes.18,20 Furthermore, this region appears to extend for the length of a single,
all-trans octanol molecule suggesting that the surface octanol species hydrogen bond to
the underlying sub-phase and create a dense Langmuir film at the water/1-octanol
interface. Surface tension data coupled with surface-specific vibrational spectra have
been used to characterize the liquid/vapor interface created by aqueous solutions
saturated with 1-octanol.21 Not surprisingly, the solvated organic species spontaneously
self-assemble at the liquid/vapor interface forming a tightly packed monolayer
(21 Å2/molecule) in which the 1-octanol species are very well ordered (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.3 shows the resonance enhanced SHG spectra of the C4 cationic ruler
adsorbed to both the water/cyclohexane interface and the liquid/vapor interface formed
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by an aqueous solution saturated by 1-octanol. The spectrum from the liquid/vapor
interface is slightly broader than that from the liquid/liquid interface (45 nm vs. 27 nm
FWHM) suggesting a more heterogeneous environment, but the actual excitation
wavelengths of the same surfactant in these two different systems are equivalent. In
addition, the C4 cationic ruler chromophore is deflected 44 ± 3^ off of surface normal in
both systems.

Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the formation of a self-assembled monolayer of 1-octanol at
the water/vapor surface. Details about surface coverage and orientation are discussed in the text and
in Ref. 21.

Water/1-octanol interfacial mimics were used to investigate the effects of bulk
solution ionic strength on interfacial solvation. Solutions of C4 cationic rulers (60 µM)
were prepared in aqueous solvents saturated with 1-octanol. The ionic strength was
controlled by dissolving NaI into the aqueous solution. The SHG spectrum of the
adsorbed C4 cationic ruler was then acquired and fit according to Eqs. 2.5-2.7.
Representative spectra and a summary of SH wavelength maxima for systems having
varied NaI concentrations appear in Figure 4.4. Though subtle, changes in the interfacial
environment (as sampled by the surfactant chromophores) clearly depend on the
electrolyte concentration of the aqueous subphase. As the NaI concentration increases,
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chromophore excitation shifts to longer wavelengths and approaches the C4 anionic ruler
limit. Given the solvatochromic properties of the probe, this behavior could signify
increasing polarity within the 1-octanol film. Alternatively, a red shift in excitation
wavelength could represent a weakening of probe-headgroup interactions that allow the
electronic structure of pNAs to become more sensitive to solvent polarity.

Figure 4.3. SHG spectra of C4 cationic ruler adsorbed to the water/cyclohexane interface and the
water/vapor interface where the water has been saturated with 1-octanol. Solid lines represent fits of
the data to Eqs. 2.5-2.7. Dotted lines show excitation maxima of adsorbed chromophores resulting
from Eq. 2.7. Note that SH maxima do not necessarily coincide with spectral intensity maxima due to
the nonresonant term in Eq. 2.6.
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Figure 4.4. Interfacial solvation of the C4 cationic ruler adsorbed to the 1-octanol saturated
water/vapor interface as a function of NaI concentration. The top panel displays spectra for the C4
cationic ruler with 0 mM, 0.6 mM, and 0.9 mM NaI concentrations in the aqueous subphase. Solid
lines represent fits of the data to Eqs. 2.5-2.7. Dotted lines show SHG maxima of adsorbed
chromophores resulting from Eq. 2.7. The dashed line corresponds to the SHG maximum of the C4
anionic ruler adsorbed to the same interface with no additional salt present. The bottom panel
summarizes the results of fitting the spectra to Eqs. 2.5-2.7 where SH(C4A) - SH(C4+) is the
difference in SHG wavelength maxima for the cationic and anionic species as a function of salt
concentration.
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Deconvoluting these two effects – interfacial polarity vs. intramolecular
alterations of chromophore electronic structure – is not trivial, and both are likely to
contribute to the observed variations in chromophore behavior that accompany changes
in the aqueous solution ionic strength. Nevertheless, we believe that the intramolecular
interactions bear more responsibility for the observed behavior than changes in the local
dielectric properties of the film. Based on thermodynamic,22 spectroscopic6,18,20,21 and
neutron and X-ray scattering data,23-25 we assume that the interior of the monolayer films
are alkane-like in nature, meaning that external fields (from the electric double layer in
the aqueous phase) are unable to induce a large polarization within the organic film.26
Consequently, the intrinsic dielectric character of the film is unlikely to change
significantly. However, chromophore-headgroup interactions can be attenuated if the
cationic headgroup charge is screened effectively.
Several considerations suggest that increasing aqueous NaI concentration should
inhibit the headgroup’s ability to interact with the attached chromophore. First, large,
monovalent anions such as BrI and II bind more effectively than smaller anions (e.g.
ClI) to quarternized ammonium surfactants in solution. This effect shows up most
dramatically in a lowering of the surfactant critical micelle concentration as ionic strength
increases.27-29 Stronger cation-anion association at the interface would necessarily reduce
the strength of cation-chromophore interaction (Figure 4.5). Again, bulk solution
absorption data support this model, as do preliminary SHG results using NaCl rather than
NaI as the aqueous electrolyte. The effect of increasing chloride concentration on the
chromophore’s solvatochromic behavior is much less pronounced than for equivalent
concentrations of NaI.
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Figure 4.5. Schematic representation of the interfacial environment in the absence (top panel) and
presence (bottom panel) of excess bulk solution charge (in the form of additional IA). As the iodide
concentration in aqueous solution increases (by addition of NaI), the cationic headgroups can be
more effectively screened from the chromophore solvated in the adjacent phase. The dimensions of
the interfacial region are not to scale. Debye-Hückel theory predicts a double layer screening
distance of ~40 nm in the absence of excess salt and ~10 nm at salt concentrations of ~1 mM. (See
Ref. 8, Chapter 11 for more details.)

Another source of headgroup screening may arise from the surface activity of the
iodide anion itself. Recent molecular dynamics simulations predict that smaller anions
such as FI and ClI are depleted at the liquid/vapor surface, but larger ions such as BrI
and II preferentially partition to the interface.30 Such surface activity of the II would
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again help “neutralize” the ammonium headgroup from the perspective of the aromatic
chromophore in the adjacent, nonpolar medium. Comparisons between the simulations
and results presented above cannot be quantitative given the large disparity in electrolyte
concentrations – simulations modeled effective 1 M salt solutions while salt solution
concentrations used in experiments were sub-millimolar. We also note that there exists a
degree of ambiguity associated with this picture in light of recent experiments examining
the vibrational structure of different aqueous/electrolyte interfaces,31-33 but any difference
in anion surface activities will necessarily influence the structure of the electrical double
layer and solvation in an adjacent phase.
4.3. Conclusion

Results presented in this work have begun to identify how charges can “reach”
across interfaces to influence solvation in an adjacent phase. Two effects must be
considered: the effect of charge on the properties of the adjacent medium and the effect
of charge on the electronic structure of the solvated chromophore. Results show that
oppositely charged headgroups in close proximity to a hydrophobic probe lead to
qualitatively different pictures of interfacial solvation based on the probe’s bulk solution
solvatochromic behavior. The effect of headgroup charge on interfacial solvation falls off
with increasing headgroup-chromophore separation. Neutral, self-assembled monolayers
can serve as useful models of weakly associating, liquid/liquid interfaces. These systems
readily lend themselves to studying the effects of surface charge on interfacial solvation.
By changing the ionic strength of the aqueous phase, we believe that the headgroup
dependent differences in interfacial solvation result from direct headgroup-chromophore
interactions between the positively charged alkyl ammonium headgroup and the aromatic
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chromophore. Screening the headgroup with an excess of II ions allows cationic
surfactant behavior to converge to anionic surfactant limits. Clearly, considerable work
remains to be done, but the data presented above provide an enticing picture of how
charges influence solvation across liquid/liquid interfaces.
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Chapter 5. Interfacial Solvation of a Neutral Solute as a Function of
Ionic Strength and Salt Identity
5.1. Introduction

The surface activity of simple salt ions in electrolyte solutions has been debated
for decades1-4 and continues to be an area of active interest.5-9 Typically, ionic surfactants
adsorb to a liquid surface to reduce the surface free energy leading to a decrease in the
surface tension of the solution relative to that of the neat liquid. However, early surface
tension measurements of aqueous electrolyte solutions at the air/water interface showed a
prominent increase in surface tension relative to that of neat water.4,10 This observation
was interpreted as a negative surface activity and a depletion of simple salt ions at the
air/water interface.3,11-13 Simple thermodynamic considerations suggest that this view of
ion depletion at the surface is reasonable given the unfavorable enthalpy change required
to desolvate surface ions.
In contrast to this traditional picture of simple ion surface depletion, recent
molecular dynamics simulations suggest that some simple ions will, in fact, migrate to a
liquid surface, and the degree to which an ion will partition to the surface depends on the
ion’s polarizability.5 Ab initio quantum calculations, Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
simulations and molecular dynamics simulations based on polarizable force fields were
used to examine aqueous slabs doped with sodium fluoride, chloride, bromide, and iodide
at effective concentrations of ~1 M. Density profiles of the ions and water oxygen atoms
indicate that highly polarizable iodide and bromide ions exhibit positive excess surface
concentrations. Results show that such surface accumulation is possible because the
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nonzero net dipole of water molecules asymmetrically solvating the surface ions
polarizes the ions leading to a stabilization that balances the energy penalty of incomplete
solvation. Because chloride ions are not as polarizable as bromide and iodide ions, their
surface concentration is predicted to be slightly less than bulk concentration. Very small,
nonpolarizable, strongly hydrated fluoride ions are depleted from the surface region.5
Very recent results from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements support these
predictions.9
The studies described above focus on ion activity at the air/water interface. Few
studies have explored the effects of charge on liquid/liquid interfacial environments,
although measurements have shown that the surface tension of a water/organic interface
increases with the addition of alkali halide salts by almost the same amount as the
air/water surface tension.14 Given that simple ions in aqueous solutions influence
interfacial properties, one may wonder how these altered properties change the local
environment experienced by molecular solutes adsorbed to liquid/liquid interfaces. The
following study probes the impact that ions have on the local polarity about a solute at a
water/alkane interface.
5.2. Motivation and Background

Motivation for this work stems from the aforementioned conflicting observations
of simple ion surface activity as well as the observation that interfacial polarity appears to
depend on the charge of ionic surfactant headgroups.15,16 In previous work,15,17-20 we
described the use of molecular rulers to assess quantitatively the interfacial widths of
various liquid/liquid interfaces. Resonance-enhanced second harmonic generation (SHG)
is used to measure the effective excitation energy of a chromophore within the interfacial
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region and thus infer the interfacial polarity. Observing changes in the solvatochromic
probe response as a function of alkyl chain length provides a means to measure the
interfacial dipolar width, the distance required for solvent polarity to converge to the bulk
organic limit. When the probe samples a polarity corresponding to that of the bulk
organic solvent, the headgroup-probe separation sets an upper limit to the interfacial
dipolar width.
The interfacial polarity sampled by an anionic ruler adsorbed to the
water/cyclohexane interface approaches the bulk cyclohexane limit from an environment
of intermediate polarity between that of bulk water and bulk cyclohexane.17 However,
when cationic surfactants are used, the observed behavior is quite different.15 The SHG
spectrum for the shortest cationic ruler surfactant lies at a wavelength corresponding to
the wavelength maximum of the chromophore’s absorbance spectrum in bulk
cyclohexane. For the p-nitroanisole-based probe in molecular rulers, a blue shift in the
absorbance spectrum typically corresponds to solvation in a less polar environment
suggesting that the interfacial polarity sampled by the shortest cationic ruler appears to be
of similar polarity to that of the adjoining bulk cyclohexane phase. This result could arise
from several different sources,15 although the most likely cause is a change in the
electronic structure of the chromophore rather than a decrease in interfacial polarity.16
Specifically, coupling between the cationic headgroup and the electron-rich aromatic ring
would reduce the change in dipole moment accompanying electronic excitation of the
molecule and would result in a shift to shorter wavelength in the electronic absorbance
spectrum relative to a neutral analogue with no intramolecular association.15
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Evidence for such intramolecular association in bulk solution stems from nuclear
Overhauser enhancement nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments where cationic
molecular ruler samples in D2O were irradiated at the chemical shift corresponding to the
methyl groups of the quaternary trimethylammonium headgroup.15 A small but significant
enhancement in the integrated intensity of peaks corresponding to the protons situated
“meta” to the nitro group indicates a through-space interaction between these protons and
those of the methyl protons in the headgroup as depicted in Figure 3.4. This
intramolecular coupling between the cationic headgroup and the aromatic ring is most
pronounced for the shortest surfactants and is not observable in NMR experiments for
surfactants having four methylene spacers or more (Figure 3.5).15 No such intramolecular
interaction is observed for anionic molecular rulers of any length.
To examine whether or not simple anions could inhibit the intramolecular
interactions described above, SHG spectra were collected for cationic molecular rulers
adsorbed to the liquid/vapor interface of aqueous solutions saturated with 1-octanol in the
presence of simple salts.16 Such an interface captures the solvation properties of a weakly
associating water/organic interface due to the self-assembly of an alkyl monolayer at the
liquid/vapor boundary.16,18,20-22 This 1-octanol in water system has been used as a
convenient mimic of the water/alkane boundary.16 When short cationic molecular rulers
are adsorbed to this liquid/vapor surface, the SHG spectra again shift to shorter
wavelengths relative to the spectra of anionic rulers, similar to the behavior of cationic
rulers adsorbed to the water/cyclohexane interface. However, the addition of sodium
iodide to the aqueous solution leads to a spectral red shift in the SHG spectrum, and at
iodide concentrations greater than 1 mM, the cationic and anionic surface spectra are
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indistinguishable. The spectral shift to anionic ruler behavior is attributed to a weakening
of the charge-dipole interactions proposed for cationic molecular rulers. Screening of this
association occurs due to Coulombic interactions between the iodide anion and the
quaternary trimethylammonium cationic headgroup of the surfactant. Inhibition of the
intramolecular association would inhibit the reduction of the change in dipole moment
associated with electronic excitation. Consequently, the cationic surfactant would exhibit
behavior similar to that of the anionic molecular ruler.16
In order to explore further surface charge-probe coupling, experiments described
in this work attempt to decouple the probe from the charge by using a neutral surfactant,

p-nitrophenol (PNP) (Figure 5.1), and adding simple salts at various concentrations to the
solutions. The use of a neutral surfactant also allows us to control closely the ionic
strength of each system, a condition that is difficult to manage when using molecular
rulers due to ionic contaminants. Based on results presented below, we conclude that, in
the absence of direct correlation between the charged species and a probe molecule,
charges have a similar influence on interfacial solvation of neutral organic species such
as PNP as they do on bulk solution solvation. An analysis of the surface distribution of
PNP and the conjugate base, p-nitrophenoxide (PNPI) suggests that adsorption of PNP is
favored over PNPI adsorption by a factor of ten, giving rise to an equilibrium surface
distribution that is an order of magnitude greater than that found in bulk solution. These
findings indicate that the amount of PNPI at the surface in an aqueous solution of 10 mM
PNP is negligible.
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NO2

OH
p-nitrophenol
(PNP)
Figure 5.1. Molecular structure of p-nitrophenol (PNP). This molecule is used to determine the effects
of charge on interfacial solvation.

5.3. Results and Discussion

Surface Solvation of PNP with Electrolyte Solutions
To observe the solvation environment of a solute adsorbed to a liquid/liquid
interface, we utilize resonance-enhanced SHG. Figure 5.2 shows SHG spectra for PNP at
the water/cyclohexane interface where the aqueous phase contains different salts and a
variety of bulk salt concentrations. With the exception of the spectrum for the salt-free
system, each spectrum shown reflects a composite of at least three and up to nine
individual spectra that have been normalized and averaged together. The salt-free sample
was used as a benchmark to assess the consistency of the experimental setup.
Consequently, the corresponding spectrum shown in Figure 5.2 is a composite of 17
spectra. Since increasing the number of spectra incorporated into a composite reduces the
uncertainty in the SHG wavelength maximum, the spectrum for the salt-free system is
much less noisy than the other spectra shown in Figure 5.2.
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(a) 1 M Electrolyte Solutions
NaBr
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(c) NaCl Electrolyte Solutions
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(b) NaF Electrolyte Solutions
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No Salt
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325

275

300
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SH Wavelength /nm
Figure 5.2. SHG spectra of PNP at the aqueous/cyclohexane interface where the electrolyte solutions
are (a) 1 M NaF, 1 M NaCl, and 1 M NaBr, (b) 10 mM NaF, 50 mM NaF, and 1 M NaF, and (c)
10 mM NaCl, 1 M NaCl, and 3 M NaCl. Solid lines represent fits of the data to Eqs. 2.5-2.7. Dotted
lines show interfacial wavelength maxima of PNP in the presence of the indicated salt resulting from
Eq. 2.7. Dashed vertical lines correspond to interfacial maximum of PNP at the salt-free
water/cyclohexane interface. Note that SH maxima do not necessarily coincide with spectral intensity
maxima due to the nonresonant term in Eq. 2.6. The uncertainty max(SHG) is indicated by
horizontal error bars and ranges from ± 1 nm (salt-free PNP solution) to ± 5.5 nm (1 M NaBr system)
with an average uncertainty of ± 3 nm.

Data for each spectrum were fit using Eqs. 2.5-2.7. With constant salt
concentrations of 1 M, the SHG spectra appear to shift to longer wavelength as the salt’s
anion size increases from fluoride to chloride to bromide (Figure 5.2a). In the absence of
salt, the SHG spectrum for PNP lies at 317 nm, but the spectrum shifts as much as +5 nm
when NaBr is added, the most extreme case. However, such a large shift is within the
window of uncertainty,

SH,

as shown in Table 5.1. Therefore, such a shift may not be
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significant. Solutions containing NaI were omitted from this study since any results
attributed to the presence of anionic species cannot be assigned solely to the effects of I`,
but must also consider the presence of I3`. A closer inspection of spectral trends shows no
dependence for either NaF or NaCl systems on bulk salt concentration (Figure 5.2b-c).
The second harmonic wavelength maximum shifts anywhere from 1 to 4 nanometers to
the red, independently of salt concentration, a shift that remains within our windows of
uncertainty.
Table 5.1. Comparisons of wavelength maxima for bulk and interface electrolyte solution spectra of
PNP.

Sample
No Salt
1 M NaF
1 M NaCl
1 M NaBr
3 M NaCl

max(SHG)

317 nm
320 nm
321 nm
322 nm
318 nm

a
max(bulk)

317.3 nm
320.1 nm
318.4 nm
318.5 nm
319.6 nm

b
max

0 nm
0 nm
3 nm
4 nm
2 nm

c
max(SHG)

±1 nm
±3.5 nm
±3 nm
±5.5 nm
±2 nm

a

Reported values are averages of several measurements. Bulk solution
measurements were made using 0.5 nm resolution. Therefore, uncertainty in
these measurements is ±0.5 nm b max = max(SHG) – max(bulk). c max(SHG)
represents the uncertainty in the wavelength maximum of the SHG measurement
using a 95% confidence interval.

To interpret the apparent spectral red shift observed for changes in ion identity at
1 M concentrations, we compared SHG spectra to bulk aqueous electrolyte solution
absorbance spectra. As shown in Figure 5.3, the solute’s electronic excitation shifts to
longer wavelength as bulk salt concentration increases, and the magnitude of the
observed red shift correlates to ion size and hydration energy. With the exception of the
fluoride ion, the red shift is more dramatic for larger ions, both cationic and anionic. For
both potassium and sodium salts, the red shift is greater for a bromide counterion than a
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chloride counterion. If anion identity is maintained, the red shift is greater for a potassium
counterion than a sodium counterion.

NaBr

Wavelength Maximum /nm

322
KBr
NaF

321

KCl
NaCl

320
NaF
KBr
NaBr
KCl
NaCl

319
318

0

1
2
3
4
Salt Concentration /Molar

5

Figure 5.3. Wavelength maxima for electronic absorbance spectra of PNP in bulk electrolyte
solutions. The resolution of the spectrophotometer yields an uncertainty in each data point of
± 0.5 nm. Measurements for NaF deviate from linearity as salt concentration approaches the
solubility limit. Therefore the fit for this data includes only the first four data points.

This shift in bulk electrolyte solution spectra could arise from either a change in
the solvent’s bulk dielectric properties or specific ion-solute interactions. However, the
static dielectric constant of a solvent generally diminishes upon the addition of
electrolytes due to excluded volume effects and the screening of solvent dipoles by ions,
which lead to a decrease in dipole-dipole correlations.23-27 For PNP, a decrease in the
solvent’s dielectric constant would lead to a blue shift in the absorbance spectrum.
Consequently, the observed red shift must be attributed to specific ion-solute interactions
that increase the solute’s ground state dipole moment relative to the dipole moment of the
excited state. A previous report has suggested that the arrangement of water molecules
around a PNP molecule is similar to that of water around cations.28 The authors claim that
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the competition for hydration between PNP and cations weakens the solvation of PNP.
The solvation of PNP is weakened further by cations with more negative enthalpies of
hydration. The solvatochromic behavior of PNP indicates that a more strongly bound
solvation shell around the solute causes a red shift in the electronic absorbance spectrum.
Consequently, PNP in electrolyte solutions containing larger cations (K+ vs. Na+ in this
case) will show a larger positive deviation (= red shift) from the salt-free absorbance
wavelength maximum.29
Conversely, anions will tend to enhance the solvation of PNP molecules in
solution. Enhanced solvation of PNP is most pronounced for weakly hydrated anions.
Therefore, one expects to see a more prominent red shift from the salt-free absorbance
wavelength for larger, less solvated anions. The expected results are consistent with data
presented in this work, although we are as yet unable to explain the behavior of fluoridecontaining solutions. (Fluoride salts were not used in the work cited above.29)
As summarized in Table 5.1, the observed spectral shifts of PNP adsorbed to
aqueous electrolyte/cyclohexane interfaces closely tracks changes in the solute’s
electronic structure in bulk aqueous electrolyte solutions as a function of salt
concentration and identity. For 1 M NaF measurements, the SHG maximum is identical
to the bulk solution absorbance maximum. The slight red shift from bulk solution
measurements for 1 M NaCl and 1 M NaBr (+3 nm and +4 nm, respectively) lie within
the uncertainty associated with the SHG measurements (see Table 5.1). Even if the
apparent spectral red shift observed for adsorbed PNP as a function of ion identity is real,
given the small magnitude of the shift from bulk electrolyte solution limits and the
absence of any systematic spectral shift as a function of salt concentration
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(Figure 5.2b-c), we can attribute the observed red shift in surface spectra entirely to
effects similar to those in bulk electrolyte solutions rather than specific, surface charge
effects. However, given the magnitude and uncertainty in

max(SHG),

any effects of ions

on surface solvation cannot differ significantly from bulk solution interactions.
This conclusion that simple salts affect both water/cyclohexane interfacial
polarity and bulk solution solvation of PNP in the same way is somewhat surprising
given the previously discussed results for cationic and anionic molecular rulers.
Probe-headgroup interactions for cationic rulers were thought to significantly perturb the
response of the solvatochromic chromophore whereas anionic headgroups showed no
evidence of such interaction.15,16 Furthermore, given recent molecular dynamics
simulations5 that indicate a significantly higher surface activity for bromide ions than
fluoride ions, we would expect a marked difference in SHG spectra for NaF and NaBr
systems. However, surface spectra of both systems are indistinguishable from their
respective bulk solution limits. To reconcile previous findings5,15,16 with the results
presented above, we suggest that the effects of charge on surface solvation are important
only when the charge and the solute are closely coupled (as they are in cationic
surfactants).

Distribution of PNP and PNP/ at the Aqueous/Cyclohexane Interface
In our efforts to study effects of electrolytes on surface solvation, we carefully
controlled the aqueous phase ionic strength. Using a neutral surfactant, PNP, as opposed
to the charged molecular rulers helps minimize the amount of unwanted charged species
in solution. However, PNP presents a unique source of ions through its equilibrium with
the conjugate base, PNPI (pKa = 7.15,30 Figure 5.4a). To ensure that the liquid/liquid
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interface was not “contaminated” by this ionic solute, the surface distribution of PNP and
PNPI in a solution containing 10 mM PNP was determined.

NO2

a

NO2
+ H3O+

H2O +
OH
PNP

b
PNP(ads)

O
PNP-

Keq(surface)

Kads(PNP )

Kads(PNP)
PNP(aq)

PNP (ads)

Keq(bulk)

PNP (aq)

Figure 5.4. Equilibrium equations governing the distribution of PNP and PNPA in bulk solution (a)
and at the water/cyclohexane interface (b).

Since the change in Gibbs free energy is a state function and is related to the
equilibrium constant describing PNP/PNPI partitioning, we can determine the surface
distribution of these two species by taking a stepwise path as shown in Figure 5.4b. The
equilibrium distribution for PNP and PNPI in bulk solution (Keq(bulk)) is known, and the
equilibrium constants for the adsorption of PNP (Kads(PNP)) and PNPI (Kads(PNPI)) in
10 mM solutions were calculated from adsorption isotherms at the water/cyclohexane
interface of PNP under acidic conditions and NaPNP, respectively.
Figure 5.5 shows the surface pressure isotherms for these two systems acquired
using the Wilhelmy plate method.31 Excess surface concentration was determined by
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fitting the data to the Gibbs equation (Eq. 2.3)31 where the interfacial area is in cm2, the
interfacial pressure is in J/cm2, and the surface excess is in moles. R, the gas constant is
8.314 Jmol-1K-1, and the temperature is 295 ± 1.5 K. Since measurements are taken at
millimolar concentrations, we approximate the solute activity with the bulk
concentration, c using molL-1. The surface excess concentrations of PNP and PNPI were
calculated using Eq. 2.4. From 10 mM solutions of acidic PNP and NaPNP, /A is
2.04 x 10-10 mol/cm2 for PNP and 2.06 x 10-11 mol/cm2 for PNPI, a difference of one
order of magnitude.

Figure 5.5. Surface pressure isotherms for PNP and PNPA. Surface pressure data was fit using the
Gibbs isotherm (Eq. 2.3). Uncertainty (2 ) ranges from 1-6 mNm-1 for acidic PNP measurements
(squares, top axis) and 0.1-0.8 mNm-1 for NaPNP measurements (circles, bottom axis). Data from
acidic PNP solutions indicate PNP adsorption while data from NaPNP correspond to PNPA
adsorption.

Determining the equilibrium constant for an adsorption process is difficult
because there exists no well-defined standard state for the surface excess concentration.
In these calculations, a mole fraction of 1 was used as the standard state for each species
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at the surface and in bulk solution. Given that the surface orientation of PNP is 55^ off
normal32 and the volume occupied by one PNP molecule, as determined through
geometric considerations, is ~57 Å3, we estimate that, using the room temperature density
of water, each surface molecule of PNP or PNPI replaces about two water molecules.
Defining the depth of the adsorbed monolayer to be ~3.3 Å (according to the size of a
PNP molecule with the appropriate orientation) allows us to calculate the mole fraction of
adsorbed surfactant, Xiads, where i represents either PNP or PNPI. The mole fraction of
adsorbed PNP was calculated to be 0.12 using the isotherm for PNP under acidic
conditions (pH ~3) and that of PNPI was determined to be 0.01 using the isotherm for
NaPNP, assuming total dissociation of NaPNP into Na+ and PNPI. We then calculate the
mole fraction of the solute in bulk solution Xi by multiplying the molar concentration
(0.01 M) by the molar volume of water, 0.018 Lmol-1. (This calculation assumes that
there is no change in the molar volume of water from that of pure water for such dilute
solutions.) For a 10 mM solution, Xi is 1.8 x 10-4. The equilibrium constant for adsorption
of species i, Kads(i), is simply [Xiads/Xi]. Given the surface excess concentrations of PNP
and PNPI (stated above), the equilibrium constants are calculated to be 680 for
Kads(PNP) and 61 for Kads(PNPI).
The surface distribution of PNP and PNPI in a 10 mM solution, Keq(surface), can
now be determined according to the following equation
Keq(surface) = Keq(bulk)* Kads(PNPI) /Kads(PNP)

(5.1)

where Keq(bulk) represents the equilibrium distribution of PNP and PNPI in bulk
solution. Here, we have neglected any contributions from the hydronium ion to the
equilibrium constant. The bulk solution dissociation reaction is defined simply as
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PNP(aq) c PNPI (aq), and the equilibrium constant, Keq(bulk) is defined accordingly for
a 10 mM solution. Under these conditions, Keq(bulk) is 2.6 x 10-3. The equilibrium
surface distribution, Keq(surface), of PNP and PNPI is ~2.4 x 10-4. Compared to the
amount in bulk solution, there is even less PNPI at the surface of a 10 mM solution of
PNP. We conclude that since only about 0.02% of the surface molecules are PNP , there
is very little “contamination” of the surface by this ionic species, and therefore, any
spectral changes produced by ions come from simple salts rather than the equilibrium
between PNP and PNPI.
5.4. Conclusions

Previous experiments using SHG for surfactants adsorbed to the
water/cyclohexane interface suggested that cationic molecular rulers are solvated by a
less polar interfacial environment than analogous anionic rulers at the same interface.
SHG studies of a neutral surfactant, PNP, adsorbed to the water/cyclohexane interface
were performed to further explore the role of charges in interfacial solvation. Results
indicate that, compared to bulk solution absorbance spectra, there is no dependence of
SHG spectra on charge identity or concentration when the simple salts NaF, NaCl, and
NaBr are added to the aqueous phase. These seemingly contradictory results are resolved
by the following conclusions: (1) charges at the water/cyclohexane interface influence the
interfacial solvation of a solute in the same way that bulk solution solvation is affected by
the addition of electrolytes, and (2) the spectral shift of adsorbed cationic molecular
rulers (relative to anionic molecular rulers) suggests a nonpolar interfacial environment
but is actually a result of a change in the solute’s electronic structure due to an unshielded
probe-headgroup interaction. Additionally, a surface tension study of a 10 mM PNP
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solution in equilibrium with an organic cyclohexane phase was carried out. Results
indicate that the partitioning of PNP and PNPI at the surface favors PNP adsorption over
PNPI adsorption by a factor of ten. This equilibrium distribution is one order of
magnitude greater than that found in bulk solution, demonstrating that the amount of
PNPI present at the water/cyclohexane interface of a 10 mM PNP solution is negligible.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Directions
6.1. Conclusions

The purpose of this work was to characterize solvation at liquid/liquid interfaces
through the study of interfacial solvent polarity. Through the use of specially designed
surfactants, interfacial solvent polarity is profiled to determine the dipolar width of the
liquid/liquid boundary. The surface activity of simple ions has been debated for decades,
and, given recent simulations that suggest that polarizable ions partition to the air/water
surface, we surmise that aqueous solution ionic strength may play a significant role in the
interfacial solvation of solutes. This idea is investigated by monitoring interfacial polarity
as a function of bulk solution ionic strength using both molecular ruler surfactants and a
neutral probe molecule.

Cationic Molecular Ruler Development and Characterization
A new family of cationic, solvent-sensitive surfactants has been synthesized and
characterized. The surfactants consist of a solvatochromic, hydrophobic chromophore
connected to a quaternized ammonium headgroup by short alkyl spacers of varying
lengths. The chromophore is based on p-nitroanisole (pNAs), a simple aromatic probe
whose first electronic excitation wavelength shifts more than 20 nm as the local dielectric
environment varies between nonpolar and polar limits. Given that pNAs is 20 times more
soluble in cyclohexane than in water, lengthening the separation between the
chromophore and the charged headgroup enables the chromophore to extend further into
the organic phase when surfactants adsorb to an aqueous/organic interface. Thus, these
surfactants can function as molecular rulers by measuring the distance required for
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solvent polarity to converge from an aqueous to an organic limit across different
liquid/liquid boundaries. Resonance-enhanced second harmonic generation (SHG) can be
used to measure effective excitation spectra of surfactants adsorbed to an
aqueous/cyclohexane interface. In bulk solution, short-chain surfactants appear to selfassociate through a charge-dipole interaction between the charged headgroup and the
probe’s aromatic ring. This behavior manifests itself as diminished solvatochromic
activity as well as through-space coupling in nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectra.
The strength of intramolecular association diminishes with increasing alkyl spacer length
and disappears completely with alkyl chains having six methylene groups.

Cationic Rulers and Simple Salts at Liquid/Liquid and Model Liquid/Liquid Interfaces
SHG coupled with molecular rulers has been used to explore solvation across
liquid/liquid interfaces in the presence of excess charge in the aqueous phase. Interfacial
dipolar width is monitored as a function of chromophore-headgroup separation. Data
show that cationic and anionic surfactants of equivalent lengths sample very different
environments across a water/cyclohexane interface. The effective excitation wavelength
of the cationic surfactants are consistent with those of the solutes in bulk cyclohexane
while anionic surfactants sample an environment that converges smoothly from the
aqueous to the organic limit with increasing spacer length. To further evaluate the effect
of surface charge on interfacial solvation, SHG was used to probe the environment
surrounding molecular ruler chromophores adsorbed to the liquid/vapor interface of water
saturated with 1-octanol. The densely packed monolayer of 1-octanol that forms on the
water surface has been shown to reproduce qualitatively many of the features associated
with bulk water/alkane interfaces and are logistically easier to assemble. Changing the
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ionic strength of the underlying aqueous subphase drives cationic molecular rulers to
adopt anionic ruler-like behavior. SHG results suggest that alterations of the electronic
structure of the cationic ruler probe at salt-free interfaces are due to headgroup-probe
interactions rather than properties of the surrounding nonpolar environment.

Interfacial Solvation of PNP as a Function of Ionic Strength and Salt Identity
SHG was used to study the interfacial solvation of a neutral surfactant, PNP,
adsorbed to the water/cyclohexane interface in the presence of simple salts at varying salt
concentrations. The purpose of this work was to determine what relationship (if any)
exists between interfacial polarity and bulk solution ionic strength. Data show an
apparent red shift in SHG spectra with an increase in salt anion size from fluoride to
chloride to bromide at 1 M salt concentrations. A spectral red shift of the PNP electronic
excitation implies an increase in local polarity. Within experimental limits, however,
these observed interfacial spectral shifts mimic shifts in absorbance spectra observed for
PNP in bulk electrolyte solutions. Given the similarities between bulk and surface
behavior, we conclude that observed shifts in SHG spectra are attributed to effects similar
to those found in bulk solution. Additionally, the surface adsorption of PNP to the
water/cyclohexane interface was studied to determine the surface distribution of PNP and
the conjugate base, p-nitrophenoxide (PNPI) for a 10 mM PNP solution. PNP adsorption
is favored over PNPI adsorption by a factor of ten, giving rise to an equilibrium surface
distribution that is an order of magnitude greater than that found in bulk solution. These
findings indicate that the amount of PNPI at the surface in an aqueous solution of 10 mM
PNP is negligible.
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6.2. Future Directions

Molecular rulers, both anionic and cationic, have proven to be useful probes for
studying solvation at liquid/liquid interfaces. While anionic rulers have been used
extensively to determine dipolar widths of several weakly- and strongly-associating
liquid/liquid interfaces, cationic rulers have just “scratched the surface” when it comes to
monitoring interfacial polarity as a function of ionic strength. These studies have focused
on measuring interfacial solvation using simple salts and varying anion identity, since
highly polarizable anions (e.g. BrI) are predicted to have a higher affinity for the
air/water surface. Recent simulations suggest that, given their role in the hydrogenbonding network of water, positively charged hydronium ions may also be attracted to the
air/water surface. Future studies will involve molecular rulers and other simple
electrolyte solutions to profile interfacial polarity as a function of cation identity
including the hydronium ion. Other, more complex salts (including organic salts) will be
used to see if cations with a greater affinity for the organic phase (due to their relative
hydrophobic nature) influence interfacial solvation to a greater degree than inorganic
salts. Since the cationic headgroup is a trimethyl ammonium ion, the use of organic ions
in solution is important to further distinguish between the anionic and cationic ruler
headgroup effects observed at the water/cyclohexane interface.
Changing the ionic strength of a solution is only one way to alter the surface free
energy (i.e. surface tension) of a liquid/liquid system. Countless studies have shown that
adsorbed monolayers lower the interfacial tension, and the dynamics of such adsorption
are well understood. However, little is known about how the presence of a monolayer
affects interfacial polarity. Charged monolayers formed by molecular rulers at the
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liquid/liquid interface are ideal candidates for answering these questions. While the
interfacial polarity of several liquid/liquid systems has been profiled using anionic or
cationic molecular rulers, experiments involving mixed monolayers have not yet been
attempted. Given that cationic and anionic molecular rulers yield such contrasting results
for the weakly-associating water/cyclohexane interface, predicting how mixed
monolayers of these charged species would affect interfacial solvation is not trivial.
Another way to regulate surface energy (and structure) is with temperature. While
temperature-dependent studies are limited to a relatively small range due to the freezing
and boiling points of solvents, changes in molecular structure may be observable. Phase
changes involving the order or disorder of alkyl chains of the molecular rulers and
packing densities of solvents are two examples of structural changes that will likely
impact interfacial solvation. Also, according to the Gibbs relation, as temperature
increases, surface tension decreases. Changes in the surface free energy play an important
role in the adsorption of surfactants to liquid/liquid interfaces. As more or less surfactants
exist at a surface, the ability of the neighboring molecules to solvate the surfactant may
change. Understanding such phenomena will lead to inferences about the influence of
molecular structure and surface free energy on interfacial solvation. While temperaturecontrolled studies that use molecular rulers to probe interfacial solvation are planned,
significant alterations to the experimental setup are required. In particular, a new
temperature-regulated cell must be designed and constructed while maintaining the
important features of the current system.
Finally, as work continues on the study of interfacial solvation, new molecular
rulers will be designed. Many have suggested that, to have better control over the position
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of the chromophore within the interfacial region, molecular rulers should have a more
rigid structure in contrast to the flexible nature of the methylene chain currently being
used. Incorporation of double or triple bonds into the alkyl spacer architecture may
achieve this purpose and possibly weaken or even prevent the intramolecular chargedipole interactions observed for short-chain cationic molecular rulers. While conjugated
chains may be significantly more reactive, another possibility would be to incorporate
fused rings such as cyclohexane to form a decalin-type “rigid rod” spacer. Additional
modifications may call for a change in the identity of the charged headgroup. Perhaps a
more hydrophilic cationic headgroup like a simple ammonium could shift the behavior of
the cationic molecular rulers closer to that of the anionic species by avoiding
complications introduced by “float depth.”
New rulers that have hydrogen-bonding capabilities are currently being designed
in our lab. Recent studies from our group show that indoline has unique solvatochromic
behavior that depends not on solvent polarity but on the hydrogen-bonding capacity of
the solvent. Incorporating this probe structure into a molecular ruler architecture will
hopefully lead to a better understanding of specific solvation forces at liquid/liquid
interfaces.
While this work has initiated an understanding of the influence of ionic strength
on interfacial polarity, many unanswered questions regarding solvation at liquid/liquid
interfaces remain. Studies will continue to ascertain the role of bulk solution ions on
interfacial polarity and dipolar width, and future work on the development of new
molecular rulers will continue to unravel the properties governing solvation at
liquid/liquid interfaces.
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Appendix A. Characterization of Cationic Molecular Rulers
The data in this section is considered to be supporting information. It includes
NMR and mass spectra recorded for all neutral and cationic molecular ruler species; NOE
NMR spectra for all neutral species and the C6 cationic ruler; and surface pressure
isotherms for the C3 and C4 cationic rulers. When data for both neutral and cationic
species are presented, that of the neutral species is presented first. When both a FAB and
an EI mass spectrum are available, the FAB spectrum is displayed first. All NMR spectra
of neutral species were collected in CDCl3 while those of the cationic species were
collected in D2O. The NOE spectra display a 1H NMR spectrum on the bottom and the
enhancement spectrum on the top.
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Appendix B. Error Analysis of SHG Data
The acquisition of SHG data is a rather tedious process as described in Chapter 2.
After aligning the system to ensure that the second harmonic signal is reaching the
detector and before collecting any data, the monochromator is tuned “off-resonance” and
a background signal is collected. The intensity of the background signal usually ranges
from 2-10 photon counts per 10-s interval. Since the power of the incident beam is
controlled to keep the second harmonic signal between 100 and 300 counts per 10-s
interval, this background amounts to <5% of the total signal. For future measurements,
the number of counts determined from the background check is then subtracted from the
average number of photons detected in four 10-s intervals.
Once the incident beam has been tuned to a particular wavelength using the
optical parametric amplifier, the wavelength of the second harmonic signal is manually
selected using a monochromator. Additionally, the height of the sample must be slightly
adjusted so that the second harmonic signal is focused onto the slit of the photomultiplier
tube. This height adjustment is to account for small changes in the wavelength dependent
refractive indices of the quartz prism and the solvents. Both of these fine-tuning steps
introduce random error into the data acquisition process. Once the setup has been
optimized (as determined by the number of photon counts delivered by the
photomultiplier tube to the gated photon counting electronics), the number of photon
counts in each of four 10-s intervals is recorded. An average number of photons collected
in a 10-s interval is determined, and a statistical uncertainty is associated with this value.
For example, in the spectrum of p-nitrophenol at the water/cyclohexane interface
collected on 09/20/2004 shown in Figure B.1, the number of photon counts collected in
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the four 10-s intervals for the 311 nm data point are 255, 236, 248, and 241. The average
number of photon counts is 245, and the standard deviation is 8, a 3% uncertainty. The
recordings of the background for this particular sample were 2, 3, 3, 6, and 4, yielding an
average of 4 with a standard deviation of 2. Since the uncertainties in these two
quantities, the total number of counts T and the number of counts attributed to the
background B, are independent and random, we can determine the uncertainty in our
final measurement by adding them in quadrature. The uncertainty in the signal S is
given by
S = ( T ) 2 + ( B ) 2 = 64 + 4 = 8.2 8

(B.1)

Our final value of the number of photon counts at 311 nm is 241 ± 8.
Since the power of the incident beam depends on the wavelength, it varies from
point to point. While the power can be controlled using neutral density filters to keep the
photon counts within an appropriate range, subtle differences in the power can have a
large impact on the intensity of the signal since the second harmonic signal depends
quadratically on the intensity (power) of the incident beam (Eq. 2.5). To compensate for
the variation in the power of the incident beam, we normalize the number of photon
counts by the square of the incident power. The power is determined using a joule-meter
and is given in µJ per unit time. Since the time (a femtosecond pulse) is constant for each
measurement, we simply divide the number of counts by the square of the “power” given
in µJ. For the example given above, the incident power was 0.038 µJ. So the SH intensity
is 241/(0.038)2 = 166898 as depicted in the graph (Figure B.1). Just as we normalized the
number of photon counts, we can normalize the uncertainty since multiplication of a
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measured quantity by an exact number changes the uncertainty proportionally. Our final
value for the SH intensity at 311 nm is 166898 ± 5540 as indicated by the error bars in
the graph in Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1. SHG spectra of p-nitrophenol collected on two different days. Each spectrum has one or
two data points corresponding to the SH intensity at 311 nm.

At times during a data collection period, we may sample the SH intensity of a
certain wavelength more than once. This is shown in the spectrum of p-nitrophenol at the
water/cyclohexane interface collected on 09/14/2004 in Figure B.1. The procedure
described above is used to determine the SH intensity of each point separately. The
background is again 4 ± 2. The values Ti in Table B.1 give the number of photon counts
in a 10-s interval (i), and Tave is the average value. By normalizing with the power of the
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incident beam, we have determined that the SH intensity of point A is 80899 ± 5178 and
the SH intensity of point B is 92900 ± 4000.
Table B.1. Data used to calculate the normalized intensity of points A and B from Figure B.1.

Point

T1

T2

T3

T4

Tave

Power/ µJ

Normalized
Intensity

A

240

221

223

207

223 ± 14

0.052

80899 ± 5178

B

255

236

248

241

236 ± 10

0.038

92900 ± 4000

Rather than use an individual spectrum with a limited number of data points to
draw conclusions about interfacial polarity, we use composites of several spectra to fully
analyze a particular system. To make a composite, each spectrum must be normalized. In
Figure B.1 each data set has a different maximum value. These spectra are normalized to
1 by dividing the SH intensity of each point by the maximum value of the fit from
Eqs. 2.5-2.7. As in the case of normalizing an individual data point to the incident power,
multiplication of a measured quantity by an exact number changes the uncertainty
proportionally. For the spectrum acquired on 09/14/2004, SH intensities (and their
uncertainties) are divided by 93493, yielding intensities of 0.87 ± 0.06 and 0.99 ± 0.04
for the two points at 311 nm. Similarly, SH intensities acquired on 09/20/2004 are
divided by 176000, resulting in an SH intensity of 0.95 ± 0.03 for the 311 nm point.
In the composite spectrum, multiple points at the same wavelength are averaged
together and weighted accordingly. If there are three points corresponding to one
wavelength, as in our example, the averaged SH intensity is reported three times when
determining the fit to Eqs. 2.5-2.7. The composite of these two spectra is shown in
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Figure B.2. The SH intensity of the point at 311 nm is the average of 0.87, 0.99, and 0.95,
and the uncertainty associated with this number is the standard deviation: 0.94 ± 0.06.
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Figure B.2. Composite spectrum of p-nitrophenol at the water/cyclohexane interface using the
individual spectra collected on 09/14/2004 and 09/20/2004. The SH intensity of the point at 311 nm
has been calculated to be 0.94 ± 0.06.
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